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Abstract

This thesis develops the concept of the Semantic Shadow (SemS), a model for managing con-
tentual and structural annotations on web page elements and their values. The model sup-
ports a contextual weighting of the annotated information, allowing to specify the annota-
tion values in relation to the evaluation context.

A procedure is presented, which allows to manage and process this context-dependent meta
information on web page elements using a dedicated programming interface. Two distinct
implementations for the model have been developed: One based on Java objects, the other
using the Resource Description Framework (RDF) as modeling backend. This RDF-based
storage allows to integrate the annotations of the Semantic Shadow with other information of
the Semantic Web.

To demonstrate the application of the Semantic Shadow concept, a procedure to optimize web
based user interfaces based on the structural semantics has been developed: Assuming a
mobile client, a requested web page is dynamically adapted by a proxy prototype, where the
context-awareness of the adaptation can be directly modeled alongside with the structural
annotations.

To overcome the drawback of missing annotations for existing web pages, this thesis in-
troduces a concept to derive context-dependent meta-information on the web pages from
their usage: From the observation of the users’ interaction with a web page, certain context-
dependent structural information about the concerned web page elements can be derived
and stored in the annotation model of the Semantic Shadow concept.

Überblick

In dieser Arbeit wird das Konzept des Semantic Shadow (dt. ”Semantischer Schatten“) ent-
wickelt, ein Programmier-Modell um Webseiten-Elemente mit inhaltsbezogenen und struk-
turellen Anmerkungen zu versehen. Das Modell unterstützt dabei eine kontextabhängige
Gewichtung der Anmerkungen, so dass eine Anmerkung in Bezug zum Auswertungs-
Kontext gesetzt werden kann.

Zur Verwaltung und Verarbeitung dieser kontextbezogenen Meta-Informationen für Web-
seiten-Elemente wurde im Rahmen der Arbeit eine Programmierschnittstelle definiert.
Dazu wurden zwei Implementierungen der Schnittstelle entwickelt: Eine basiert ausschließ-
lich auf Java-Objekten, die andere baut auf einem RDF-Modell auf. Die RDF-basierte Per-
sistierung erlaubt eine Integration der Semantic-Shadow-Anmerkungen mit anderen Anwen-
dungen des Semantic Webs.

Um die Anwendungsmöglichkeiten des Semantic-Shadow-Konzepts darzustellen, wurde
eine Vorgehensweise zur Optimierung von webbasierten Benutzerschnittstellen auf Grund-
lage von semantischen Strukturinformationen entwickelt: Wenn ein mobiler Benutzer
eine Webseite anfordert, wird diese dynamisch durch einen Proxy angepasst. Die
Kontextabhängigkeit dieser Anpassung wird dabei bereits direkt mit den Struktur-
Anmerkungen modelliert.

Für bestehende Webseiten liegen zumeist keine Annotationen vor. Daher wird in dieser
Arbeit ein Konzept vorgestellt, kontext-abhängige Meta-Informationen aus der Benutzung
der Webseiten zu bestimmen: Durch Beobachtung der Benutzer-Interaktionen mit den
Webseiten-Elementen ist es möglich bestimmte kontextabhängige Strukturinformationen
abzuleiten und als Anmerkungen im Modell des Semantic-Shadow-Konzepts zu persistieren.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Web pages and web
based services are
used in various situa-
tions and contexts.

Today’s World Wide Web is a massive collection of information, and at
the same time the primary platform for communication and commerce.
While in the beginning the web’s user group was compact, nowadays
it’s extremely divers. People using a certain web based service1 not
only differ by their social backgrounds, by their favors and dislikes.
With the advent of small but high-performance mobile devices like
Netbooks, PDAs and Smartphones, coming along with fundamental
improvements in wireless Internet coverage, mobile web use is rapidly
increasing. More and more tasks are handled on those mobile devices
instead of desktop computers. Therefore, the situations in which a web
based service is employed are numerous and this usage contexts define
another dimension in the service design space.

Web based services
should be optimized
for different usage
scenarios.

Ideally, a web based service user interface would be optimized for ev-
ery usage scenario: A teenager ordering at Luigi’s Restaurant at mid-
night on his latest multimedia mobile phone would see another menu
than his grandma, using the same restaurant’s service at noon from her
home TV. The classic way to personalize web information for users and
devices is the development of a dedicated, service-specific adaptation
process. Taking into account the mentioned increase in user and de-
vice variety, this manual adaptation process results in an exponentially
growing workload.

Optimization could
be automated us-
ing semantic meta
information.

If the web information was annotated with semantic information, re-
vealing the structural and contextual content of a web page to the pro-
cessing algorithms, these adaptation processes could be, to a certain ex-
tent, automated. Herewith, production costs and implementation time
of a new service could be reduced while at the same time the know-
ledge requirements for the service development would be lower. This

1Which might be any single web page or a collection of pages, e. g. a news portal, a
shopping site or an online survey.
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is one of the arguments supporting the Semantic Web, a vision firstly
expressed by Berners-Lee in 2001 [BHL01].

Meta information
on web sites can be
derived from usage.

Unfortunately, the majority of existing web sites and web-applications
are not annotated in a way supporting automated context adaptation,
neither are most of the information and services published today. But,
since the users of a web based service mostly have an idea of the ser-
vice’s semantic structure and relevance of the service’s elements in the
users’ individual situation, the contextual meta information can be de-
rived by observing the use of a web based service, as this research work
shows. To use a very visual image, when the light of user interaction
shines on a web site, it casts a “semantic shadow”.

1.2 Problem Statement

The Semantic
Shadow concept
introduces context-
aware annotations.

In this research work, the concept of the Semantic Shadow for web sites
is elaborated. By attaching context-dependent annotations to web site
elements and values, it allows to enrich web based service UIs with
structural and contentual meta information. This information can be
derived from web site usage and can be then used for diverse dynamic
optimization and adaptation processes.

The approach works
for existing and fu-
ture web pages.

Important for the implementation of this concept is its independence
from the original content creator of the web based service. Therefore,
the concept can be applied to existing web based information and in-
teraction services as well as to newly generated content.

The problem statement is defined by these theses:

Thesis 1: Web based service UIs can be annotated with context-aware
semantic and structural meta information.

Thesis 2: Meta information on web based service UIs can be stored and
processed independently from the content source.

Thesis 3: With the help of semantic and structural meta information,
web based service UIs can be automatically optimized for specific
context and usage scenarios.

Thesis 4: By evaluating implicit interaction information, context-
dependent structural and semantic information about web based
service UIs can be derived.

1.3 Classification of User Groups

Users can be classi-
fied in three groups.

Since the concept of the Semantic Shadow is based on user interaction,
and the main applications of the concept in the scope of this work are
user interface adaptations, the understanding of a target user group is
an initial task. When approaching this, Judt names in [Jud04] sociolog-
ical information as age, gender, body abilities, formation, cultural and
ethnic background, training, motivation, goals and personality. This
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classification of target user groups can be further simplified. Schnei-
derman [Sch98] proposes the generic classification of users into three
categories:

• First-time and unexperienced users

• Experienced users

• Power users (Experts using the interface frequently)

Frequent users are
required for data
collection, but data
use is open for all
user groups.

As the derivation of the Semantic Shadow is based on frequent and nu-
merous use, experienced users and power users can be identified as the
target group for implicit data collection. On the other hand, adaptation
scenarios based on Semantic Shadow annotations can very likely target
first-time and unexperienced users along with the more experienced
user groups.

1.4 Current Situation

Current adaptation
frameworks do not
embed the context
into the meta data.

Currently, user interface adaptation in the web is most frequently im-
plemented by using different web-pages (or, in a more general ap-
proach, different visualization styles) and delivering them based on the
user’s browser type. Various frameworks try to adapt web pages and
their content for mobile clients, see [CMZ03, XTL08, MMR+10] for ex-
amples. While those frameworks take into account the user’s device
context when adapting the web page, the context awareness is mod-
eled by the adaptation algorithm itself and not embedded into the page
meta information.

For an overview of related work and technologies, please see Chapter 3.

1.5 Contribution of this Work

The Semantic
Shadow concept has
been implemented in
this work.

In correspondence with the theses of Section 1.2, this work provides
the following contributions to implement the concept of the Semantic
Shadow:

Contribution 1: A concept to represent context-dependent semantics
and structures of web site elements.

Contribution 2: A procedure to manage and process context-
dependent meta information on web UIs.

Contribution 3: A procedure to optimize web based service UIs for
specific usage scenarios.

Contribution 4: A concept to derive context-dependent meta-
information on web UIs from their usage.
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1.5.1 Concept to Represent Context-Dependent Semantics
and Structures of Web Site Elements

Structural informa-
tion on elements of
web sites is stored in
annotations.

Automatic context-dependent adaptations of HTML [RHJ99] pages,
e. g. for barrier-free web access [AT00] or for visualization on mobile
devices [CMZ03] can be supported by adding further semantic infor-
mation to web site elements in form of annotations. Two different kinds
of annotations can be distinguished:

1. Annotations describing the content of the annotated element.

2. Annotations describing the structural semantics of the annotated
element.

Both kinds of annotations can be connected with context-information
to describe the range of the annotation’s validity. Furthermore, this in-
formation can be enriched with a probability value describing the like-
lihood of the trueness of the described annotation in the given context.

Annotations can be
represented in RDF.

To represent semantic information in the area of web, the RDF [KC04]
is an established standard and W3C recommendation. To model web
site elements’ semantics in a context-dependent way, this work extends
RDF with a context dimension and uses an extended URI format based
on XPath [DRSC09] to make single web site elements RDF subjects.

1.5.2 Procedure to Manage and Process Context-Dependent
Information on Web UIs

Annotations are ma-
naged with the Se-
mantic Shadow API.

While information stored in an RDF model can be processed indepen-
dently from an additional access framework, for application purposes
it is more efficient to access the data via an optimized programming
interface (API). This interface represents the Semantic Shadow as a pro-
gramming object and encapsulates the management algorithms from
the accessing software, as well as implementation details like the data
representation in memory or in a database. Figure 1.1 shows the gen-
eral architecture, with the external API supporting methods to:

• Annotation retrieval for a given web site element and context

• Annotation retrieval for a given web page and context

• Annotation retrieval for a given URI prefix and context

If the Semantic Shadow is mutable, the following actions are in addition
supported by the interface:

• Annotation creation and removal

• Annotation type management
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Application API RDF-Model Database

Semantic Shadow

Figure 1.1: The application architecture view on the Semantic Shadow:
Representation details are hidden from the developer.

1.5.3 Procedure to Optimize Web Based Service UIs for Spe-
cific Usage Scenarios

Annotations are used
in a web proxy to
adapt pages in a
context-aware way.

As the information of the Semantic Shadow is managed independently
from the annotated web data, both information must be put together to
optimize user requests. Therefore, an architecture using a web proxy
(see Figure 1.2) suggests itself: The web proxy, which might be con-
figured manually by the user or might be installed compulsive by the
web service provider, intercepts the clients page request. It fetches the
requested page, optimizes it based on the current usage context and in-
formation from the Semantic Shadow and delivers the result back to the
client.

An easy context rep-
resentation can be
derived from HTTP
request headers.

In its easiest way, the current usage context is derived from the HTTP
request parameters using local interpretation data or web services (see
Section 5.2.3). A modular architecture of the proxy core allows the reuse
of the main functionality in different usage scenarios.

1.5.4 Concept to Derive Context-Dependent Meta-
Information on Web UIs from their Usage

Annotations can be
derived from web us-
age data in different
granularity.

To derive contextual semantics in web documents from their usage,
four main levels of data gathering can be distinguished:

1. HTTP request analysis: Only the information stored in current web
server log files is used to deduce web page usage.

2. HTML form data analysis: The form data, which is transmitted with
a HTTP GET or POST request is used to infer information about
the form’s HTML elements.

3. JAVASCRIPT-based user tracking: Before delivering a web page to
the client’s browser, JAVASCRIPT code is injected which enables
a logging server to track relevant client-side events. These imply
mouse movings, element focus, key presses, scrolling etc.

4. User tracking with extended hardware support: By using data col-
lected from camera images or eye tracking hardware, the most
precise (but also the most intrusive) data collection is possible.
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Figure 1.2: A web proxy intercepts the client’s web request and opti-
mizes the server’s response based on the Semantic Shadow data.

In this work, form
analysis and JAVA-
SCRIPT-based track-
ing is performed.

To extract the information used by the Semantic Shadow concept, a
JAVASCRIPT based tracking method in combination with HTML form
data analysis has been found to be sufficient and effective. The thesis’
prototype is based on the USAPROXY [Att08] implementation, primar-
ily developed for unintrusive web site usability studies, but also suit-
able for extended implicit interaction [Sch00] with web sites [AWS06].

Usage data ana-
lysis rises privacy
concerns.

In all cases, privacy issues have to be taken into account. The more de-
tailed information about a user’s interaction with a web site is gathered,
the more private information might be exposed. When implementing
a system like presented in this research work on a commercial level,
the agreement of the user with each tracking data usage is obligatorily,
even if the data is later on only used in aggregated form.

1.6 Methodology

Methodology: Scien-
tific Reasoning, Agile
Software Develop-
ment and Empirical
User Observation.

In order to work out concepts and procedures to tackle the challenges
mentioned in the last section, Scientific Reasoning has been used: From
a formal description of the problem statement and a description of the
parameters and data available in the envisioned application environ-
ment, the solution has been deduced following Software Engineering
strategies. The prototypical implementation of the concept’s frame-
work and demonstrators have been developed using techniques from
Agile Software Development, namely the Test First approach and a
User-Story based requirements definition. To evaluate the algorithm
inferring contextual weighted structural annotations from tracked user
data an empirical study using online interaction of volunteers has been
performed.
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1.7 Thesis structure

A common understanding of some fundamental terms is required to
follow the concepts and procedures presented in this work. These basic
terms and their current reception in research and practice are examined
in Chapter 2. Approaches to utilize the ideas of annotation and adap-
tation in the scope of web technologies are collected and commented
in Chapter 3. This chapter has several focuses: Firstly, Semantic Web
fundamentals are refreshed and approaches to include fuzzyness are
presented. Secondly, the chapter looks at the ways how to adapt web
usage to the user’s context. Thirdly, current approaches to infer seman-
tic information via web page analysis will be compared to each other
and to this thesis’ approach.

In Chapter 4, the concept of the Semantic Shadow is introduced by defin-
ing its theoretical foundation and a procedure to make the meta infor-
mation on the web service UI elements accessible using a programming
interface. A concept of deriving the meta information by analyzing the
service usage is presented in Chapter 5.

To evaluate the concept of the Semantic Shadow, several applications
have been developed based on a prototypical framework. These use
cases are presented in Chapter 6, along with the results of their usage
analyses.

In the final Chapter 7, the results of this work are summarized. Also
further applications of the concepts and this work’s contributions are
outlined.
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Chapter 2

Definition of Fundamental
Terms

The concept of the Semantic Shadow is based on a number of other con-
cepts. An interpretation of this research work has to be based on a
good understanding of these terms, wherefore they are introduced in
this chapter.

2.1 Context

Context can be de-
fined in different
ways.

While the notion of “context” has been one of the fundamental terms
in software engineering in the last decade, its understanding differs
widely among researchers and use cases. This is especially true since
the advent of powerful smart-phones, equipped with a variety of sen-
sors to determine position, device acceleration, orientation and so on.
Making use of these sensor data is nowadays referred to as making the
software “context-aware” (cf. already the definition in [SAW94]) and
the summary of available sensors and their values is called “context”.
While this technology-driven definition is widespread (and also used
throughout this thesis, see Section 2.1.2), other definitions are possi-
ble and have been proposed in research. The following section aims
to summarize the main approaches, focusing on applications in mobile
and pervasive computing. For an extensive discussion, including as-
pects not directly related to software engineering, see [Dou04].

2.1.1 Approaches to Define Context

Context generally is
a set of facts.

In general context is referred to as a set of circumstances or facts that sur-
round a particular event, situation, etc. In computer science a context is the
circumstances under which a device is being used, e. g. the current occupa-
tion of the use.
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Context as Abstract Notion

Context can be left
abstract.

Referring to [Dey01], a couple of researchers like Philip J. Brown, Tom
Rodden or Andy Ward just use the word context as a synonym for en-
vironment or situation. As this “renaming” is not related to a concrete
representation of the context, the use of those definitions is limited.

Definition by Example

Naming examples of
context parameters
can implicitly define
the notion.

In 1994, Bill N. Schilit et al. introduced the term context-awareness in
their work [SAW94] and observed context as the changing parameters of
hardware configuration and user properties like location, peer-groups,
or changing social situations (see their visualization in Figure 2.1). They
focus on “where you are, whom you are with and what resources are
nearby”. In particular, they name location, lighting, noise level, net-
work connectivity, communication costs, communication bandwidth,
and social situation (close-by peers).

Figure 2.1: Context and a context-aware system, as visualized first by
Schilit et al. in [SAW94]

Context is defined by
associating values
with named domains.

This definition of context goes beyond an only location-based view on
a system’s world by considering “abstract” information which can af-
fect the comportment of a system as well. A similar statement was in-
troduced in 1999 by Albrecht Schmidt et al. when proclaiming “There
is more to Context than Location” [SBG99]. In this approach, context is
defined as associating specific values with one of the previously named
domains (or more specific subdomains of them). The notion of “con-
text” is detached from the individual perception.
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States of Interest

Context can be de-
fined as states of
interest.

Jason Pascoe defines in his work [Pas98] the “context” as a subset of
physical and conceptual states of interest, defined by the entity that
perceives it. This focus on the context of particular entities leads to the
definition of context as a world of artifacts maintaining contextual states.
These states consist of direct or synthesized sensor-data, which in turn
is dependent on the associated artifact. To complete the definition of
context, the artifacts of the world are interconnected using specified
relationships. This allows to perform resource discovery by only observ-
ing the relationships between the artifacts, given that a complete set of
relationships is maintained.

Context as Shared Environment Information

Context as set of
all entity states con-
cerning a specific
aspect.

Also Thomas Strang, Claudia Linnhoff-Popien and Korbinian Frank
were targeting an autonomous service collaboration when designing
their Context Ontology Language (CoOL) [SLF03]. It is built upon their
ASC1-model where they define “context information” as any informa-
tion which can be used to characterize the state of an entity concerning a spe-
cific aspect. The term “context” they define as the set of all context infor-
mation characterizing the entities relevant for a specific task in their relevant
aspects, whereas the relevance is based on the possible influences of the
task. Finally, they define the term situation as the set of all known context
information.

Context character-
izes the situation of
an entity.

This definition is in line with the one of Anind K. Dey gives in [Dey01]:

Context is any information that can be used to characterize
the situation of an entity. An entity is a person, place, or ob-
ject that is considered relevant to the interaction between a
user and an application, including the user and applications
themselves.

With this definition Anind Dey tries to cover the context not only for
a single entity, because he does not insist on the direct relevance of the
information for the entity. Anind Dey covers the context for a complete
application scenario: If a piece of information can be used to characterize the
situation of a participant in an interaction, then that information is context.

Any computational
object can define a
context.

Robert Hirschfeld et al. build in [HCN08] upon the definition of Anind
Dey, when they treat “context” as any information which is computation-
ally accessible may form part of the context upon which behavioral variations
depend. While they discriminate between the actor-, environment-, and
system-domain as source for context changes, the authors do not provide
a dedicated model for context information, since for their use-case ex-
isting object-oriented abstraction mechanisms are sufficient to model context.

1Aspect-Scale-Context
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Context can extend
the scope of a single
entity.

Also Bill N. Schilit extended his definition of “context” in [Sch95, p. 4]
from the entity orientated to a more global view: Because users interact
with a multitude of stationary and mobile systems through the course of a day,
mobile systems need to maintain and share a context that is not limited to the
boundary of process hierarchy, window manager, or host.

Context is an ab-
stract description of
the real world situa-
tion.

In the scope of the concrete development of so called Smart Appliances
[SL01], Albrecht Schmidt and Kristof van Laerhoven use the term context
in a .. general way to describe the environment, situation, state, surroundings,
task, and so on. In their project, they define context awareness as know-
ledge about the user’s and device’s state, including surroundings, situation,
and location. To discriminate between the real world situation and their
abstract description, they define:

• Situation or situational context: These terms describe
the real-world situation. [...]
• Context or context knowledge: These terms describe

the abstract description of the real-world situation.

This distinction between the “real world” and their abstraction can be
interpreted as an answer to the indisposition caused by using “con-
text” just as a synonym of “situation” as proposed by the authors cited
above.

Context can be mod-
eled graphically, as
database tuples or
as abstraction of a
situation.

In [HI06] Karen Henricksen and Jadwiga Indulskab found rich context
models that integrate sensed, static, user-supplied (profiled) and derived infor-
mation to be the most useful. While especially taking into account the
problem of imperfect context information and situations of ambigu-
ity or unknown values, they propose three levels for modeling context
data: A graphical model (CML) as extension of Object-Role Modeling
(ORM) [HM08], a relational mapping of CML which leads to a repre-
sentation of context information consisting as a set of facts expressed
in the form of database tuples, and a situation abstraction to reuse and
combine context information.

Context from a Social Settings Point of View

Context can be seen
as a stable and de-
finable form of infor-
mation, separated
from activity.

Until now, the definitions of context were mainly focused on the tech-
nical point of view. Paul Dourish summarizes this in [Dou04]:

• First, context is a form of information. It is something that
can be known (and hence encoded and represented
much as other information is encoded and represented
in software systems)
• Second, context is definable. We can, for some set of

applications or application requirements, define what
counts as the context of activities that the application
supports, and do so in advance.
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• Third, context is stable. Although the precise elements
of a context representation might vary from applica-
tion to application, they do not vary from instance to
instance of an activity or an event. The determination
of the relevance of any potential contextual element
can be made once and for all.
• Fourth, and most importantly, context and activity are

separable. Activity happens “within” a context. The
context describes features of the environment within
which the activity takes place, but which are separate
from the activity itself. [...]

From a social point
of view, context can
be seen as a dy-
namic, occasioned
relation arising from
activity.

In contrast to this list, Paul Dourish tries to call the researchers’ atten-
tion also on the social aspects of context. He states that even though
by incorporating context, system designers have hoped to make their systems
more responsive to the different social settings in which they might be used,
[...] social and technical ideas often sit uneasily together. Therefore, Dour-
ish defines his own understanding of context as an interactional rather
than a representational problem:

• First, rather than considering context to be informa-
tion, he instead argues that contextuality is a relational
property that holds between objects or activities. It is
not simply the case that something is or is not context;
rather, it may or may not be contextually relevant to
some particular activity.
• Second, rather than considering that context can be de-

lineated and defined in advance, the alternative view
argues that the scope of contextual features is defined dy-
namically.
• Third, rather than considering that context is stable, he

instead argues that context is particular to each occa-
sion of activity or action. Context is an occasioned prop-
erty, relevant to particular settings, particular instances
of action, and particular parties to that action.
• Fourth, rather than taking context and content to be

two separable entities, he instead argues that context
arises from the activity. Context isn’t just “there”, but
is actively produced, maintained and enacted in the
course of the activity at hand.

Instead of asking “what is context [and how can it be encoded]?”, like
Albrecht Schmidt and Kristof van Laerhoven do in [SL01], he wants to
know “how and why, in the course of their interactions, do people achieve
and maintain a mutual understanding of the context for their actions?”. In
this model, context isn’t something that describes a setting; it’s something
that people do. It is an achievement, rather than an observation; an outcome,
rather than a premise. By this, context gets a kind of “shared history” and
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furthermore content, so, according to Paul Dourish, it is not possible to
distinguish between context and content or “activity”.

This notion can sup-
port system design
rather than auto-
matic adaptation
processes.

This understanding of “context” does not lead to a scenario, where a
context-aware application can react in a predefined way to the change
from one known contextual state to another, but rather lets the system
designer point out the question how can ubiquitous computing support
the process by which context is continually manifest, defined, negotiated, and
shared?. Paul Dourish therefore introduces the notion of “practice”, the
unification of “action” and “meaning”, or context as “embodied inter-
action”. The essential feature of embodied interaction is the idea, as illustrated
above, of allowing users to negotiate and evolve systems of practice and mean-
ing in the course of their interaction with information systems. [...] The im-
portance of context is not what it is but what it does in interaction – the role
that it plays and the ways in which it is sustained and managed.

Context in Use

Context can be eval-
uated focusing on
quality or information
use.

To evaluate the usage of “context” in context aware applications,
Anand Ranganathan et al. propose in [RAB+04, RAB+05] to discrimi-
nate between evaluating the quality of sensed or derived context information
and evaluating the use of context information. For this, they identified
nine areas of context: location, time, environmental contexts, informational
contexts, user contexts, group contexts, application contexts, system contexts,
and physical object contexts (see Table 2.1 for some examples for these
contextual domains)

Contextual domain Examples
Location
Time
Environmental Contexts temperature, light, sound level
Informational Contexts stock quotes, sports scores
User Contexts gaze, orientation, health, mood, sched-

ule, activity
Group Contexts group activity, social relationships and

networks, other people in a room
Application Contexts email received, websites visited, previous

files opened
System Contexts network traffic, status of printers
Physical Object Contexts position or orientation of chairs and ta-

bles, properties of objects such as temper-
ature and size

Table 2.1: Contextual domains named by [RAB+05]
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Context quality de-
pends on confiden-
ce, accuracy, fresh-
ness and resolution.

Together with these contextual domains, Anand Ranganathan defines
context quality in four dimensions:

Confidence expressed as the probability that the context
has been sensed or deduced correctly

Accuracy expressed as an error percentage of the sensed or
inferred contexts.

Freshness measured as the average time between readings
of a certain kind of context.

Resolution as the area within location information can be
narrowed down to (room-level, building-level, etc.)

2.1.2 A Context Model for the Semantic Shadow

In this work, context
must be machine-
interpretable.

In the Semantic Shadow concept, “context” is used as parameter to
describe the confidence of an annotation given a concrete user re-
quest (see Section 4.1.3). Therefore, “context” is required to be de-
fined in a machine-interpretable way, such that it can be determined
at the specific time of a user request, and describes the situation in
which the request was performed. This work follows the definitions
of [SAW94, SL01, RAB+05] and others by in a first step associating a
context as “basic context” to a given set of values:

Definition:
Basic Context

BASIC CONTEXT:
A basic context C is a set of sensor-value pairs, (both represented by
strings), i. e., C = {(s1, v11), . . . , (s1, v

m1
1 ), . . . , (sn, v

0
n), . . . , (sn, v

mn
n )}.

Each sensor can have several values associated.

Definition:
Sensor

SENSOR:
A sensor is one well defined aspect of a situation. It is referenced by
a unique name.

SemS predefines
some sensor names.

On the semantic level2, this definition of context is the same as used
by Tobias Rho in his CSLogicAJ language [RSC06]. To give an example
of such sensors, a number of them has been predefined in the Semantic
Shadow concept (see Table 2.2).

For the context sen-
sors, an open world
is assumed.

Since the number (and names) of possible sensors should not be limited
by the concept, an open world is assumed meaning that more than the
given sensor names could be encoded in a concrete context. If a sensor
name is not explicitly represented with one or more values in a context,
all sensor values are included in the context. This leads to the definition
of context inclusion:

2By replacing the name “sensor” with “field”
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Domain Sensor Description
Date and Time time:hour The hour of the current time.

time:minute The minute of the current times.
time:day The current day of month.
time:month The current month.
time:year The current year.
time:dayofweek The current day of week.
time:zone The time zone.

Location region The region (City, state, nation, ...).
Device browser:mobility The “mobileness” of the device.

browser:screendimension The screen dimensions.
browser:orientation The orientation of the browser’s view.

Connection connection:speed The connection’s speed.
User user:language The user’s language.

user:age The user’s age.
user:gender The user’s gender.

Table 2.2: Examples for context sensors.

Definition:
Context Inclusion

CONTEXT INCLUSION:
A context C1 is included in a context C2 (C1�C2), iff for every sensor
s in C1 either all values of s in C1 are stated in C2, or no values for s
are given in C2.

Context inclusion 6=
subset operation

The open world assumption implies that the definition of context in-
clusion differs from the definition of the subset operation in set theory.
While in set theory, (A ⊆ B) ∧ (B ⊆ A) ↔ (A = B) for two sets A and
B, for two contexts C1 and C2 (C1 � C2) ∧ (C2 � C1) 9 (C1 = C2).

Definition:
Context Equality

CONTEXT EQUALITY:
A context C1 is equal to a context C2 (C1 = C2), iff both contexts
define the same values for the same sensors. Every sensor defined in
C1 must be defined in C2 and vice versa.

This implies that (C1 = C2)→ (C1 � C2) ∧ (C2 � C1).

Contexts can be
combined.

To simplify the definition and re-usability of context definitions, we ex-
tend the definition of context by the introduction of Combined Context.3

Definition:
Combined Context

COMBINED CONTEXT:
A combined context C is a set of contexts {C1, . . . , Ck}. The elements
are called subcontexts. No subcontext must be C or contain C (i. e., no
circular referencing is allowed).

3This approach is not as expressive as the situation abstraction of [HI06], but allows
simpler implementation and evaluation at runtime.
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Definition:
Context

CONTEXT:
A context is either a basic context, or a combined context.

Practically, a combined context C = {C1, . . . , Ck} can be interpreted
as basic context by merging the sensor values of the subcontexts Ci

(“flattening”).

In some cases, sensor value subsets of a context are contradictory. E. g.
for a simple definition of “summer”, the location must either be in the
northern hemisphere and the month in between June and August, or
the location must point to the southern hemisphere and the month De-
cember, January or February. A simple merge (( Location: Northern
hemisphere ∨ southern hemisphere) ∧ (Month: January ∨ February ∨
June ∨ July ∨ August ∨ December)) would not be correct. To express
this, a combined context can be flagged as being mutual exclusive:

Definition:
Mutual Exclusive
Contexts

MUTUAL EXCLUSIVE CONTEXTS:
A mutual exclusive context C̄ is a combined context, for which the ele-
ments must not be merged together during flattening.

When applying the “flattening”, this leads to k different variants of a
mutual exclusive context C̄, if C̄ consists of k basic contexts as sub-
contexts. The results of this “flattening” is a set of basic contexts, also
referred to as “Flat Contexts”. Formally, any context C can be reduced
to a set of basic context:4

flat(C) =


⋃

Ci∈C flat(Ci) if C is mutual exclusive context⊎
Ci∈C flat(Ci) if C is comb. cont., not mut. excl.
{C} if C is basic context

(2.1)

For flattening combined contexts, ] on two sets of basic contexts C1 =
{C11 , . . . , Ck1} and C2 = {C12 , . . . , Cl2} is defined as:

C1 ] C2 = {C11 ∪ C12 , . . . , C11 ∪ Cl2, . . . , Ck1 ∪ C12 , . . . , Ck1 ∪ Cl2} (2.2)

Other context rep-
resentations can be
used with the SemS
concept.

A possible representation of the context in the Semantic Shadow concept
is given in Figure 2.2. As the use of “context” in the Semantic Shadow
concept is reduced to the context inclusion operation and referencing
(as described in Section 4.1.3), the substitution of the model presented
here by a more powerful one (as provided by the Semantic Space con-
cept [WDC+04] or by one of the other works referenced in the previous
section) is possible.

4For an implementation of the merging algorithm, see Appendix A
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inContext(otherContext: Context): boolean 
equals(otherContext: Context): boolean

sensorValues: Map<String,List<String>> 
subcontextsMutableExclusive: boolean

Context

subcontexts

*

Figure 2.2: Model of the context as used in the Semantic Shadow concept.

2.2 User

Users are associated
with individuals.

In this work, the “user” is associated with the person using a mobile
device to consume information requested by him or her5 using the de-
vice’s software. In general, a mobile application providing the informa-
tion serves more than one user.

Users have a mental
model of system
behavior.

Every user has some expectations of a system and its behavior. These
expectations, named the mental model of the user, are most of the times
not known explicitly by the serving system, but have to be inferred
from certain human characteristics. [All97] lists:

Predictions: Users can predict what will happen next in a sequential
process and how changes in one part of the system will be re-
flected in other parts of the system. However the most informa-
tive aspect of their predictions are often errors from the model.

Explanations and Diagnosis: Explanations about the causes of an
event and diagnoses of the reasons for malfunctions reflect men-
tal models.

Training: People who are trained to perform tasks with a coherent ac-
count (i. e., a conceptual model ...) of those tasks complete them
better than people who are not trained with the model.

Other: Evidence is also obtained from reaction times for eye move-
ments and answering questions about processes.

Adaptation requires
a user model.

From these characteristics, a user model can be derived, which allows
the computer system to distinguish one user from another by varying
the model’s parameters. The user model can be instantiated explicitly
or implicitly [All97]:

Explicit Profiles: The user explicitly creates a profile of interests. How-
ever, users might not be able or willing to express their require-
ments in a compatible way.

Inferences from User Behavior: By collecting model-relevant usage
data and by using certain interpretation assumptions, a user
model can be inferred. This deduction might lead to wrong con-
clusions, but often this type of data has considerable value.

5In the following, pronouns are only used in the main grammatical form, including
the other gender’s form intentionally.
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Users are modeled
by using context
representations in
SemS.

In the Semantic Shadow concept, the user is identified with his current
usage context. Therefore, the user is modeled using the context rep-
resentation. In the case of annotation usage (Section 4.2), explicit pro-
files are used by interpreting the user’s HTTP request headers to con-
struct a context object. When evaluating implicit web site usage data
in Chapter 5 in order to infer structural annotations from it, the second
approach of profile generation is applied.

2.3 Adaptation

Adaptation is wide-
spread in research.

The capability of an object to adapt itself or being adapted to a changing
environment is not only important in computer science, but as well in
other scientific disciplines like astronomy [WAL+00] or evolution the-
ory in biology. In contradiction to object adaptation in biology where
adaptation is a natural process and research aims to understand this
process, objects in computer science are synthetic so every adaptation
process has to be designed and programmed. This programming can
be inspired by nature [Ras86], but this is not the general case.

Adaptation is possi-
ble on all develop-
ment levels.

Adaptation in Software Engineering traverses all stages of application
design, from the object interaction level [GHJV95, p. 139] up to the busi-
ness level [FC96], resulting in adequate structures like design pattern
usage and service composition. In every case, adaptability has to be
explicitly engineered into the software systems [FC96].

Four main adaptation
techniques can be
distinguished.

In computer science, especially when designing for mobile environ-
ments [Kat94], four domains of adaptation can be distinguished:

• Content adaptation

• Adaptation of the internal object behavior

• Adaptation of object interaction

• Adaptation of the presentation/user interface

2.3.1 Content Adaptation

Content adaptation
transcodes infor-
mation in context
specific way.

With content adaptation, the information delivered to the user is
transcoded in order to satisfy the user in a given context (e. g. limited
resources). If there is an information loss involved (e. g. transforming
a video to a lower bitrate), the different requirements with respect to
individual definitions of data fidelity [NSP95] have to be taken into ac-
count. Different frameworks for adapting a data flow to the contextual
limited user resources have been proposed in the last decade, among
others [YRP99] and [BBP04]. Figure 2.3 shows a typical architecture for
adapting the content (e. g. scaling down, translating etc.) by the plat-
form in accordance to a predefined user profile before delivering the
data to the client.
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Figure 2.3: Distributed service-based content adaptation from [BBP04]

2.3.2 Adaptation of Internal Object Behavior

Internal object be-
havior has to be
adapted application-
specific.

Adapting the internal object behavior is a very application-specific way
to handle changing context conditions. The modification of a service
request with the current user location can be seen as such an internal
adaptation. Since context parameters might be imprecise, the quality of
a service can be reduced: The user must be able to tolerate somewhat inac-
curate answers because these requests are inherently imprecise. This is because
the user’s location and the current situation (...) are constantly changing, and
even terms like “near” are fuzzy concepts [Kat94].

Adaptation need not
to be perceivable by
the user.

In other situations, the service and the output provided by the object
may stay the same, but it adapts it’s behavior in reacting to e. g. less
power resources by slowing down calculation [FS99], or changing the
communication speed and wireless media consumption in function of
the count of participating radio stations [Wei93].
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2.3.3 Adaptation of Object Interaction

In some situations
the interaction be-
tween objects must
be adapted.

Besides adapting the object behavior and its output, the interaction
of an object with it’s environment or other computing objects can be
adapted in function of changing context parameters. Probably the best
known example for an adaptation of interaction is the cellular phone
handover: A mobile phone has to take the decision, by estimating it’s
application’s context information (field strengths of the available trans-
mitting stations) when to switch into another signal area and by that,
when to switch into another interaction channel. While in GSM net-
works the base stations, and not the cellular itself, are operating the
handover, the mobile stations make measurements of the radio link
and report the results to their base stations in order to prepare for a
handover decision based upon knowledge about the situation at the
mobile [Man90].

2.3.4 Adaptation of the Presentation/User Interface

User Interface adap-
tation is the most
intrusive form of
adaptation.

If neither the object’s behavior, nor it’s external interaction or informa-
tion output can be adapted to a changing context situation, the user can
still be supported by adapting the service’s presentation: This ideally
leads to a reduction of the number of constraints the user has to specify
in his query or to a reduction of the number of actions the user has to
take to get the desired information [RAB+05]. The adaptation has to be
arranged carefully, so the user is not disturbed in his spatial memory
by changing command positions [Gol10].

2.3.5 A Taxonomy of Mobile Service Adaptation

Adaptation proces-
ses can be classified
in two dimensions.

In order to classify adaptation processes in software modules in mobile
environments, Graham South et al. distinguish in [SLM00] the network
element where the decision about adapting the response of a service
takes place from the function of the mechanism in the adaptation pro-
cess (see Figure 2.4).

Figure 2.4: Taxonomy for adaptation mechanisms in [SLM00]
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2.3.6 Adaptation using the Semantic Shadow

Adaptation in this
thesis is focused on
the user interface.

The adaptation strategies used in this thesis focus on adapting the out-
put of a web server request, a web page, and thus can be categorized
as Adaptation of the presentation/user interface. For this, the SemS annota-
tions can be classified as Meta-Data supplier in the taxonomy of [SLM00]
(see Figure 2.5), located either on the origin server or, in most cases,
managed in a Semantic Shadow database inside the network. In cor-
respondence with Section 4.2.1, the web page adaptation using SemS
annotations can happen either on the client or in the network.

ShadowProxy

SemS
Annotations

Figure 2.5: Semantic Shadow elements in the taxonomy of [SLM00]
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Chapter 3

Related Work

Here selected works
focusing on topics
related to SemS will
be discussed.

In this chapter, selected research work which focuses on topics related
to the Semantic Shadow concept is listed and discussed. In the first sec-
tion fundamental definitions from the Semantic Web are refreshed and
research approaches to include the notion of fuzziness into its value
range are presented. In the second section methods and frameworks to
introduce context-awareness and adaptability into the web usage ex-
perience are described and compared. Finally, current techniques to
deduce semantic information from web page analysis are collated and
are set side by side with this thesis’ approach.

3.1 Semantic Web

Tim Berners-Lee en-
visioned a Web with
content meaningful
to computers.

Tim Berners-Lee, one of the “inventors” of the World Wide Web
(WWW), developed in 2001 [BHL01] the vision of the Semantic Web,
“a new form of Web content that is meaningful to computers [and] will
unleash a revolution of new possibilities”. Its practical manifestation
is built upon the concepts and languages RDF [CK04], RDF Schema
[Hay04] and OWL [SWM04].

RDF expresses facts
in triples (subject,
predicate, object).

The Resource Description Framework (RDF) [CK04] is a general model to
represent assertions about “subjects” using “objects” and “predicates”.
A subject can be any resource (material or immaterial: persons, files,
concepts, ... i. e., anything) which is represented by an Unique Resource
Identifier (URI)1. The object of an RDF statement can also be a URI-
identified object, but as well a literal like a number, string or boolean
value. The predicate, also represented by an URI, describes the kind of
connection, which is expressed between the subject and the object.

Triples are distinct in
the Semantic Web.

Every RDF assertion (also called RDF-triple) is a distinct true statement
in the Semantic Web space. Adding any other triples will not change

1While the URIs of RDF subjects look similar to web page URLs, the connection
is unidirectional: Every URL is a valid URI, but not every URI points to a valid web
resource.
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the meaning of the existing triples (i. e., no triple can express the ab-
sence of a statement). The open world assumption implies that nothing
can be said about the truth of a statement not expressed in the model,
i. e., if an assertion is not stated, it can not be considered as being false,
but is rather undefined.

RDF triples can be
visualized as graph.

An RDF model can be visualized as a graph: Every subject and object
is represented by a node, while the predicates are illustrated using di-
rected connections. The example in Figure 3.1 shows a triple expressing
the fact that for a person “John”, “Sleeping” is the preferred action.

http://www.cs.bonn.edu/
sems/xmp#John Sleeping

http://www.cs.bonn.edu/
sems/xmp#preferredAction

Figure 3.1: An example for the graphical visualization of an RDF triple.

RDF models can
be persisted using
e. g. RDF/XML or the
Notation 3 syntax.

Beside this graphical notation, several textual representations for RDF
models have been defined, within RDF/XML [Bec04] and the compact
Notation 3 [BL06] syntax. Expressed in RDF/XML, the same statement
can be written as:

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<rdf:RDF

xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
xmlns:xmp="http://www.cs.bonn.edu/sems/xmp#">
<xmp:preferredAction

rdf:about="http://www.cs.bonn.edu/sems/xmp#John">
Sleeping

</xmp:preferredAction>
</rdf:RDF>

The corresponding triple would be written in Notion 3 syntax like:

@prefix xmp: <http://www.cs.bonn.edu/sems/xmp#>.
xmp:John xmp:preferredAction "Sleeping".

RDF Schema ex-
tends the typing
system of RDF.

Since RDF is by default limited in typing, the requirement of introduc-
ing an extended typing system suggested itself early and RDF Schema
(RDFS) [Hay04] was defined. RDFS defines a set-based class model,
using the following concepts:

Classes: rdfs:Class, rdfs:Resource, rdfs:Literal, rdfs:Datatype,
rdf:XMLLiteral, rdf:Property

Properties: rdfs:domain, rdfs:range, rdf:type, rdfs:subClassOf,
rdfs:subPropertyOf, rdfs:label, rdfs:comment, rdfs:seeAlso,
rdfs:isDefinedBy
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An ontology can
model concepts with
classes, attributes
and relationships.

This vocabulary allows the definition of primitive ontologies, i. e., spec-
ifications of conceptualization. “The term [ontology] is borrowed from
philosophy, where an ontology is a systematic account of Existence.
For knowledge-based systems, what ‘exists’ is exactly that which can
be represented” [Gru93]. This representation expresses in computer
science the knowledge about concepts, i. e., classes of subjects, their at-
tributes, and their relationships. Every ontology models a limited part
of the “knowledge world” and its file representation can be stored inde-
pendently from other ontologies, which makes the concept flexible and
distributable. If two or more ontologies are compatible with each other,
i. e., use the same names for the same concepts, they can be merged us-
ing a reasoner algorithm. Using inference algorithms, further true state-
ments about the modeled world can be automatically deduced from the
given axioms.

Ontologies can be
modeled in the Se-
mantic Web using
OWL.

RDF Schema is not expressive enough to model complex interrelation-
ships, for which reason the Web Ontology Language (OWL) [SWM04] has
been defined upon RDF. As in RDF Schema, classes can be declared in
OWL, and these classes can be organized in a subclass hierarchy. Go-
ing further, OWL classes can also be specified using logical combina-
tions (intersections, unions, complements). With OWL, the belonging
of a given object to a class and its specific property values can be ex-
pressed. In its “Full” version, OWL subsumes RDFS, but is not decid-
able, wherefore two decidable subsets named “OWL DL” and “OWL
Lite” have been defined. On the semantic level, OWL DL (and its sub-
set OWL Lite) is based on first order logic, its description logic is named
SHOIN (D).

An extensive introduction to the Semantic Web protocols and technolo-
gies is given by Pascal Hitzler et al. in [HHRS08].

3.1.1 Context

Strang et al. intro-
duced CoOL to in-
clude “Context” in the
Semantic Web.

The last chapter introduced the term “Context” and presented several
definitions for it, among them “Context as Shared Environment In-
formation”: Building upon their Aspect-Scale-Context-Model, Thomas
Strang et al. introduced in [SLF03] their Context Ontology Language
(CoOL) as an approach to include the notion of “Context” in the Se-
mantic Web (see Figure 3.2). In order to perform well in the disciplines
of knowledge representation and knowledge querying, CoOL has been
designed as collection of several fragments: the CoOL core (a projection
of the context model into OWL and other ontology languages), and the
CoOL Integration (schema and protocol extensions to include CoOL in
Web Services and other frameworks). The latter indicates the orien-
tation of Strang’s approach, which is directed towards (web) service
interoperability and dynamic composition, thus extending the ontology
of services DAML-S [ABH+01].
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information, see figure 3. CoOL Integration includes already a set of standard
quality aspects such as a minimumError, a meanError and or a timestamp, but
any other kind of context information characterizing the quality of another con-
text information may be assigned to the context information of interest using
the hasQuality property of the ASC model.

Unicode URINamespaces XML + XML schemaRDF + RDF schema
Ontology OWL

Rules +LogicProof

Digita
lSigna

ture
Encry

ption

Trust

DAML+OIL CoOL

Fig. 2. CoOL embed-
ded inside the Seman-
tic Web stack
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Fig. 3. Context Information being an Entity itself

As mentioned, scales are sets of context information. Each scale is constructed
by one class of context information such as “WGS84Coordinate” and “Gauss-
KruegerCoordinate” in the example of the last subsection. All scales within one
aspect are constrained by the ASC model in a way, that there must exist a
mapping function from one scale to at least one other of the already existing
scales of the same aspect. This function is called IntraOperation, see figure 4.

Parameter
DatatypeProp. =1 PartName: xsd:NCNameObjectProp. =1 contentFromScale: ScalecontentFromAspect: AspectObjectProp. 0|1 ObjectProp. !0

Operation
IntraOperation

InterOperation

identifiedBy: xsd:anyURIDatatypeProp. =1

ObjectProp. !0
ObjectProp. =1

hasParameter: Parameter

fromScale: ScaletoScale: Scale

ObjectProp. !0
MetricOperation

onScale: Scale
Fig. 4. Operations

Like that, it is possible to access every scale from every other scale of the
same aspect by a series of IntraOperations. In other words, a new scale of an
aspect may be constructed by providing an IntraOperation from an existing
scale. This allows to build multiple related scales by providing different Intra-
Operations representing different scaling factors (“nautical miles”, “km” or “m”
for a “SpatialDistanceAspect” aspect). Depending on where the IntraOperation
is specified (at the source scale or at the destination scale), the corresponding
property toScale or fromScale has to be set.

Figure 3.2: Strang et al. embed their CoOL in the Semantic Web [SLF03].

details of general concepts and their
properties in each subdomain, such as
the home, office, or vehicle subdomain.
Separating the domains significantly
reduces the amount of context knowl-
edge and relieves the burden of context
processing. 

The high-level ontology defines the
basic concepts of person, location, com-
putational entity, and activity, as Figure 1
shows. The class ContextEntity provides an
entry point of reference for declaring the
upper ontology. One instance of ContextEntity
exists for each distinct user, agent, or ser-
vice. Each instance of ContextEntity presents
a set of descendant classes: Person, Location,
CompEntity, and Activity. The details of these
basic concepts are defined in the domain-
specific ontologies, which can vary from
one domain to another. We have defined
all the descendant classes of these basic
classes, and an associated set of proper-
ties and relationships, for a smart-home
environment.6

The SOCAM architecture 
We designed SOCAM, which is based

on our context model, to enable rapid
prototyping of context-aware applica-
tions (see Figure 2). SOCAM converts var-
ious physical spaces where contexts are
acquired into a semantic space where
context-aware applications can share
and access them easily. It consists of the
following components:

• Context providers abstract useful con-
texts from heterogeneous sources,
external or internal, and convert them
to OWL representations so that other
service components can share and
reuse them.

• The context interpreter provides logic
reasoning services to process context
information.

• The context database stores context
ontologies and past contexts for a par-
ticular subdomain. Each domain has
one logic context database.

• Context-aware applications use dif-
ferent levels of contexts and adapt the
way they behave according to the cur-
rent context.

• The service-locating service (SLS)

provides a mechanism so that con-
text providers and the context inter-
preter can advertise their presence
and users and applications can locate
these services.

SOCAM components are designed as
independent service components that
can be distributed over heterogeneous
networks and can interact with each
other. All SOCAM components are imple-
mented in Java, so they are independent
of underlying system platforms. For
communication between various dis-
tributed components in SOCAM, we use
Java RMI, which lets distributed objects
invoke each other’s methods. The re-
quirement for running a SOCAM compo-
nent is simply to have a Java Virtual
Machine implementation. Because many
pervasive devices are becoming Java
enabled, our SOCAM middleware should
have fewer deployment issues.

Context providers
Context providers provide context

abstraction to separate low-level sensing

68 PERVASIVEcomputing www.computer.org/pervasive
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Figure 1. Class hierarchy diagram for our context ontologies.Figure 3.3: Class hierarchy diagram for the context ontologies of [GPZ04].

Gu et al. define a
formal OWL based
context model, which
allows reasoning.

In [GPZ04], Tao Gu et al. describe a service-oriented infrastructure for
context-aware pervasive applications. In its core, they define a formal
OWL based context model, which allows semantic context representa-
tion, reasoning, and knowledge sharing. Since the definition of “con-
text” is always, at least partially, application-specific, the authors pro-
pose a separation between a common high-level ontology and domain-
specific ontologies (see Figure 3.3). In the high-level ontology, general
information about the physical world (person, location, computational
entity, and activity) is modeled, while the domain-specific ontologies
are designed to define the application details. Based on this formal de-
scription, a context interpreter is able to reason high-level context infor-
mation from low-level sensor data. Context evaluation and questioning
can be performed using OWL or RDFS reasoner.
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Bouquet et al. model
context in the RDF in
order to persist the
document creation
context.

Paolo Bouquet et al. approach in [BSS05] the challenge of modeling con-
text in an RDF database by preserving standard RDF within a context
and adding context semantics and relations between contexts around
the standard. Their focus was not to facilitate the interoperability of
services, but to persist context information which is required to under-
stand a document. From this point of view context is a second dimen-
sion to the information stored in the RDF database since it might be
relevant for every given assertion. For this, they do not rely on pa-
rameterized statements or extend binary predicates to ternary predi-
cates for identifying the context to which a statement belongs, but ap-
ply the principles of Locality and Compatibility [GG98]. The basic idea
is to have all statements that belong to a context in a separate named
RDF graph, and extend the RDF semantics to enable contexts to appear
as standard objects in RDF statements of other contexts. To allow for
reasoning across contexts, they envision Compatibility Relations, which
plug into the system as semantic attachments.

3.1.2 Fuzziness

Plain RDF cannot
define statements as
being partly true.

As stated before, expressions in the open world of the Semantic Web
classically only define a true statement. When setting statements (in the
SemS framework annotations) in context, it might happen that the ex-
pression is not completely true, but rather something fuzzy in between
true and false (see [Zad65]), or it is only true with a certain propability.
Several approaches have been made to extend Semantic Web technolo-
gies in a way that allows to encode this fuzziness directly and therefore
enable a Semantic Web reasoner to handle those fuzzy facts.

To include fuzzy facts
in RDF, new markups
might be introduced.

Zhongli Ding and Yun Peng propose in [DP04] to incorporate Bayesian
networks into OWL by augmenting the language to allow probabilistic
markups. These markups are translated into a directed acyclic graph
of a corresponding Bayesian network, which can in turn be used for in-
ference procedures. Mingxia Gao and Chunnian Liu extend in [GL05]
this idea to include any kind of uncertain knowledge or vague con-
cept by encoding fuzzy constructors, axioms and constraints. These
new fuzzy terms are mapped to a fuzzy description logic. Using a con-
straint propagation calculus, the extended OWL can directly resolve
fuzzy inference questions. Stamou et al. sketch in [SPTH05] the asser-
tion of weighting factors to the statements of SWRL [HPB+04] in order
to allow fuzzy statements. In the next step, they include in [SST+05]
fuzzy knowledge into the Semantic Web by extending the SHOIN DL,
thus creating a fuzzy OWL. With FiRE [SSSK06], they provide a proto-
type implementation for a fuzzy reasoning algorithm.

Alternatively, OWL 2
can be extended.

In an approach to provide a standard compliant way to express fuzzy
information in the Semantic Web, Fernando Bobillo et al. present in
[BS09] a general extension for OWL 2 [GHM+08], building upon their
earlier work [BDG06]. In their OWL 2 extension, uncertain information
is represented by adding the affected individual instances to an OWL
container instance, to which an instance expressing the “uncertainty”
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information in form of an uncertainty type and value is added as well2.
As advantages of their approach, the authors claim that fuzzy OWL
ontologies may easily be shared and reused according to the specified
encoding; the ontology could easily be extended to include other types
of fuzzy OWL 2 statements; current OWL editors can be used to en-
code a fuzzy ontology; and it can easily be translated into the syntax of
other fuzzy DL reasoners (they provide two open-source parsers that
map their fuzzy OWL 2 statements to FUZZYDL [BS08] and DELOREAN

[BDG08] statements.

The general problem
has been discussed
in an W3C Incubator
Group.

The W3C Uncertainty Reasoning for the World Wide Web Incubator Group
[W3C08] discusses broadly the question of how to model uncertainty
in the context of WWW and the Semantic Web. Their report identifies
and describes situations on the scale of the World Wide Web for which un-
certainty reasoning would significantly increase the potential for extracting
useful information, identifies methodologies that can be applied to these situ-
ations and the fundamentals of a standardized representation that could serve
as the basis for information exchange necessary for these methodologies to be
effectively used, includes a set of use cases illustrating conditions under which
uncertainty reasoning is important, [and] provides an overview and discusses
the applicability to the World Wide Web of prominent uncertainty reasoning
techniques and the information that needs to be represented for effective un-
certainty reasoning to be possible.Uncertainty might be

inherent in the data
or in the process.

In particular, they summarized that
two different kinds of uncertainty occur in the context of the Seman-
tic Web: Uncertainty inherent in the data and Uncertainty reasoning for the
processing and presentation of information. For the first case, they propose
an inclusion of the uncertainty information into the fact representation,
e. g. using an uncertain extension of OWL. The second case turned out
to be much more vague, with the prospect to a “very extensive repre-
sentation task”.

More discussion in
[LS08].

Thomas Lukasiewicz and Umberto Straccia provide in [LS06, LS08] an
overview over different approaches to integrate uncertainty and vague-
ness into the Semantic Web.

3.2 Context Aware Web Interface Adaptation

3.2.1 Selected Adaptation Approaches

Adaptation of pre-
sentation can be
distinguished from
content-adaptation.

One application of the Semantic Shadow framework is the usage of SemS
annotations for context-aware dynamic web page adaptation. Context-
aware adaptation of web UIs can be roughly categorized into three cat-
egories:

Adaptation of Presentation The layout and visualization style of the
web page is adapted to the current context, e. g. the limited screen
size or visualization capabilities of a mobile device.

2This is similar to the simplified approach SemS is using in Section 4.1.3 which ex-
presses the uncertainty using RDF-triples.
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Adaptation of Content The content of the web page is modified in or-
der to meet the requirements of the usage context. This might
include a degradation of the content in favor of respecting certain
quality of service aspects, e. g. a video might be scaled down to
a lower resolution in order to be transferred using a low fidelity
wireless link without interruption.

Mixed adaptation The adaptation approaches in this category might
modify the presentation as well as the content.

This separation is
fuzzy.

The distinction between “content” and “presentation” is not always
very sharp: Changing the font color of a web page to support a vi-
sually impaired user might be seen as an adaptation of presentation
only, but if the text refers to the color (e. g. “The red words in this sen-
tence are nouns.”), the presentation becomes part of the content and its
adaptation might be categorized otherwise.

Adaptation can be
classified using the
categories Locality,
Strategy, Purpose,
Context, Mechanism,
and Method.

Mohd Farhan Md Fudzee and Jemal Abawajy present in [MA08] a more
detailed classification of (content) adaptation strategies: They distin-
guish between where to perform the (content) adaptation (locality), who
should perform the adaptation (strategy), why to perform the adapta-
tion (purpose) and to what to adapt (context). Focusing on what is to be
adapted (mechanism), the question how to adapt (method) can be raised
(see Figure 3.4). With these categories, the authors span a classification
room:

Locality Centralized (client side, server side, proxy side), distributed

Strategy Responsibility for adaptation at the underlying system, at the
application, at both sides

Purpose General, content type specific

Context Device centric, user centric

Mechanism Appearance adaptation, file format adaptation, character-
istic adaptation, encapsulation adaptation

Method Transcoding, layout rearrangement (column layout transfor-
mation), distillation, decomposition (text-unit based, block based,
unit of information based), fragment generation.

Most web adaptation
scenarios envision a
mobile client.

While web page adaptation can be helpful as well in other use cases
[AT00], most approaches focus on the use for mobile web access
[CS95, LL02, Zha07]. Timothy Bickmore and William Schilit introduce
in [BS97] a software called “Digestor” to automatically reauthor arbi-
trary documents from the world wide web to display appropriately on
small screen devices such as PDAs and cellular phones. The authors
performed a study to assess the characteristics of typical web pages
and to identify candidate reauthoring techniques through the process
of reauthoring several web pages by hand. The images are im-

portant to identify a
web page.

They learned that keeping
at least some of the original images is important to maintain the look
and feel of the original document. Additionally, images cannot sim-
ply be scaled down by a fixed ratio, since important text might turn
illegible. Aesthetic images and sidebars have only a minor semantic
role, so these can simply be stripped from the pages. Whitespaces and
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Figure 3.4: Content Adaptation System Classification of [MA08]

elements from certain categories like banners or link lists are also candi-
dates for reductive adaptations.Whitespaces, ban-

ners and link lists
might be stripped.

Timothy Bickmore and William Schilit
also found that it is not possible to rely on the semantics of HTML tags,
since H-tags for instance are not only used for marking headers (and
therewith structure the document), but commonly also for selecting
different font sizes. In the implementation of their “Digestor” system,
the authors provide a collection of individual reauthoring techniques
(outlining, first sentence elision, image reduction and elision) and an
automated reauthoring selecting the best combination of techniques
for a given document-display size pair. Since the system did perform
well for PDA sized devices but not for the mobile phones of that time,
the researchers introduced in [STHK01] the m-Links infrastructure to
adapt web content and services for wireless phones and small Internet
terminals.For small mobile

phones, the UI fo-
cuses on link lists.

The m-Links system focuses especially on web-interaction:
A list-oriented “skeleton view” showing only navigational and “data-
detected” links (phone numbers, addresses, . . .) is presented, providing
“contextual actions” (send by mail, fax, show text) for final documents.

A web page can be
summarized in a
link list to shorten
navigation time.

Orkut Buyukkokten et al. similarly approach in [BGPW00, BGP00] the
problem of bandwidth and I/O limitations of PDAs by focusing on fast
navigation when adapting web pages. They observed that by simple
HTML-downscaling, fundamental differences in user interactions with
small screens are not considered, especially scrolling issues, the lim-
ited view on the page content and the time consuming input modali-
ties. They presented a PowerBrowser application, which displays upon
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a page visit firstly a distilled view (“summary”) of the page, a tree view
containing all links present on the web page (using a simple heuristic to
create “good” labels for the links). This is meant to shorten navigation
time, since the user has to switch to the full text view only at the end of
his page navigation. For the text view, all images are stripped from the
page, sequences of white spaces are collapsed and most text-attributes
are ignored. This is combined with a local site search and a keyword
completion feature.

Page layout can
be preserved on
a mobile client
when working with
thumbnails and sup-
ported zooming resp.
scrolling.

Presenting a web page on a mobile device as close as possible to the
desktop view was the goal of Yu Chen et al. when designing their
framework [CMZ03]. They proposed an auto-segmentation based on
page analysis together with a primary “thumbnail view”, allowing
to navigate into PDA-optimized subviews of the web page (see Fig-
ure 3.5). When it is not possible to extract and reauthor the relevant
part of the website, the authors propose an auto-scrolling to the rel-
evant page section while displaying the complete webpage. This is
very similar to the web page visualization technique of modern mobile
smartphones using Mobile Safari on iOS3, Chrome Lite on Android4,
or Opera Mobile 9.55.

Figure 3.5: A two level navigation as a way two adapt web pages for
mobile devices, as proposed by [CMZ03]

Adaptation context
can contain user
profiles in addition to
device classes.

Another proxy system, adapting web page layout and content together
to serve WWW information for mobile clients, is presented by Timo
Laakko and Tapio Hiltunen [LH05]. The design principles for their
adaptation algorithm are functional user experience, extendibility, decom-
position, structure preservation, performance and the delivery context. For
this delivery context, information from user preferences and user agent

3http://www.apple.com/iphone/features/safari.html
4http://developer.android.com/reference/android/provider/Browser.html
5http://www.opera.com/mobile/

http://www.apple.com/iphone/features/safari.html
http://developer.android.com/reference/android/provider/Browser.html
http://www.opera.com/mobile/
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profiles (UAProf [Wir01]) as well as general information about the de-
vice class are used. As further input, only the source of the web page
and no additional meta information is used.

FAÇADE describes
adaptation context
on device, network
and user level.

In [KPG04], Bernd Kurz et al. introduce a “FrAmework for Context-
aware content Adaptation and DElivery (FAÇADE)”, which is de-
signed to act “as an adaptive shell through which the mobile user in-
teracts with the changing environment, always in an optimal way.”
The authors consider an adaptation context on three levels: device
characteristics, changing network conditions and user preferences.The framework in-

troduces additional
adaptation tags for
XHTML.

To im-
prove the adaptation process, several additional tags for XHTML are
proposed: Allow adaptation (yes/no), content relevance (mandatory or
optional, context specific relevance), priority level and role (semantic
vs. esthetic), adaptation unit specification, pagination, navigation, inclu-
sion/exclusion tags, and selection tags. The adaptation itself uses trans-
formations being semantic (context-aware content selection, text and
media elision, content inclusion/exclusion, and relevance and prior-
ity markup), syntactic structural and media transformations) and es-
thetic (text layout changes, pagination and navigational structures, and
color contrast adjustments). The MIMOSA framework of Delfina Ma-
landrino et al. [MMR+10] extends the idea of FAÇADE by aggregating
different context sources, solving conflicts in context interpretation and
providing a modular interface for complex adaptation services.

3.2.2 Context-Aware Web Applications

Context awareness
can be defined and
managed outside a
web application.

Michael Hinz et al. present in [HPF07] a component-based extensible
framework for modeling context information, that can be effectively
used for adapting web applications. The framework supports ubiqui-
tous web scenarios, such as location-aware, device-aware, and person-
alized web applications. The sensing, processing, and representation
of context information is provided by the framework, while the web
application providers have to maintain the content and its adaptation.

Sensor data is ag-
gregated using mod-
eling components
and persisted in a
context model.

The framework itself is split into three layers (see Figure 3.6): The sensor
components are device based and take care of gathering the sensor data
to characterize the user’s context. The data is processed by the exten-
sible layer of context modeling components in order to discover implicit
information and represent the information in a generic way. The context
model itself persists the data, where a description using RDF vocabulary
is considered.

The context model
is organized using
specific profiles.

The context model consists of individual profiles, namely a device pro-
file, a location profile, a user profile (identification profile, preferences profile), a
session profile, and a long term profile. As proof of concept, the framework
has been coupled with the AMACONT adaptation queue [FHMW03]
and the generic transcoding tool [FH05] building upon AMACONT.
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Figure 3.6: Overview of the context modeling framework of [HPF07].

This framework
might be used with
the SemS concept.

Since a model representation in RDF is considered, referencing of the
modeled context objects from other RDF documents is possible. Thus,
an extension of the Semantic Shadow concept to incorporate this frame-
work seems realizable (see Section 4.1.3), if an implementation of con-
text inclusion quering (Section 2.1.2) is provided.

3.2.3 Annotating HTML documents

An “annotation” on a
page element can be
informal, related to
the content or related
to the structure.

When annotating elements of an HTML page, three different kinds of
annotations can be distinguished:6

1. Annotations as tool for assigning (informal) notes to web pages.

2. Annotations describing the content of the annotated element (i.e.
some role, meaning etc.).

3. Annotations describing the structural semantics of the annotated
element (i.e. grouping, priority in comparison to other elements
etc.)

Note Assignment

Visible remarks on
a web page are one
form of annotations.

One way of “annotating” a web page is to assign visible remarks to the
specific web page (or parts of it). Examples for tools/concepts support-
ing this kind of annotations are Yawas [DV00] and CritLink [Yee98] (an
early vision of a web log (“blog”) system).

These remarks can
be structured using
templates.

The Annotea [Koi05] framework incorporates the idea of interlinking
these annotations with the Semantic Web: The framework uses RDF
Schema to describe templates to be filled by the author of the annota-
tions, and RDF descriptions can be used as annotation values.

6For an overview of semantic annotation approaches, see [Rei06]. For an example
of using semantic annotations to display enhanced web pages, see [Sch09].
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SemS annotations
can be used to man-
age such remarks.

While the SemS framework was not originally designed with the page
remark use case in mind, it is easy to imagine a new annotation type
extending the current contentual annotation types. With an appropri-
ate user interface, collaborative web page marking, as presented by
the named approaches, can be implemented using the Semantic Shadow
technology.

SHOE

Direct annotation ap-
proaches change the
web page source by
introducing new tags.

The SHOE (Simple HTML Ontology Extensions) language [HHL03]
is one of the first languages to design and use ontologies for web
pages. For this, SHOE allows to connect parts of a web page to an
ontology by marking (“annotating”) these parts with special HTML-
tags. In this, it is similar to other approaches like Ontobroker [FDES98]
(extending HTML-anchor tags), WebKB [ME99] (Conceptual Graphs
(CG) embedded in KR-Tags and reuse of the alt field in img tags),
the XHTML additions of FAÇADE [KPG04] and Microformats/RDFa
[HH09, BA08, Hau09].

This requires access
to the original file.

Since SHOE does not construct a direct relationship between the new
tags and the original elements of the web site, SHOE annotations
are not annotations of these web page elements in a strict sense. In
addition, SHOE does not provide a model for embedding context-
awareness into the annotations and requires a modification of the orig-
inal web page, like the other approaches embedding annotation data
directly into the page source.

CREAM

CREAM describes
the semantic role of
page elements with
structured metadata.

Siegfried Handschuh et al. describe in [HSM01] the CREAM (CREAting
Metadata) framework, a system to annotate existing and newly created
web pages with metadata. They focus on using annotations to describe
semantically what is being represented by web page parts (referred to
in this paper by the term “contentual annotations”). For this, they ex-
tend the traditional approach of assigning plain text metadata by the
definition of relational metadata, based on a domain ontology. To create
and manage the annotation data, a component-based, ontology-driven
tool Ont-o-Mat was developed.

The metadata is
organized using
Semantic Web
ontologies.

Using an ontology-based approach, the authors aim to provide consis-
tency, proper reference, less redundancy, mutual relations, maintainability,
ease of use, and efficiency for the annotated data. Using the provided
tool, any selectable part of a website can be assigned to an instance of
an object from a suitable Semantic Web ontology. To integrate with the
existing knowledge of the Semantic Web, a Semantic Web crawler is
used. Data integrity is assured using a central storage server.

After one year, the authors extended their approach by adding web
page editing features to their annotation creator, thus providing a tool
to write web pages and the associated annotations alongside [HS02].
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The approach does
not consider to de-
scribe the page
structure or to in-
tegrate context.

In comparison to the approach presented in this thesis, CREAM and
the analogous SMORE framework [KHPG06] do not focus on the cre-
ation of structural annotations (whereas they might still be instantiated
if an appropriate ontology is used). In addition, the frameworks do not
consider the context dimension for the data annotation, thus context-
awareness has to be implemented on a controller level. Nevertheless,
the idea of going beyond plain text as content of contentual annota-
tions can extend the simple approach which will be employed in Sec-
tion 4.1.1.

Hori et al.

Hori et al. introduced
the idea of refer-
encing web page
elements from RDF
using XPointer.

In their works [HKO+00, HOAK04], Masahiro Hori and his colleagues
from IBM sketch a system designed to use external, RDF-based annota-
tion of web page elements to dynamically optimize web pages for mo-
bile web use. They introduced the referencing of web page elements
by using XPath and XPointer expressions in RDF subjects. The anno-
tations are created using a dedicated authoring tool. Using web proxy
technology the annotations are interpreted upon mobile request to cre-
ate an optimized web page. To perform this transformation process,
they envisioned annotations to describe alternatives, splitting hints and
selection criteria, and published this as W3C note [HMMS99]. They propose anno-

tations to describe
alternatives, splitting
hints and selection
criteria.

Alternatives are hints for content adaptation and encoding, where
the appropriate alternative visualization of the content should be
chosen based on the client’s capabilities.

Splitting Hints are general information about the grouping of elements.
In their framework, they are used to split up web pages exceed-
ing the client’s visualization capabilities into several appropriate
parts.

Selection Criteria are semantic descriptions used in Hori’s framework
to decide upon an element to display on a mobile device. Besides
stating required client capabilities, annotations for describing the
element’s role and its importance relatively to other elements of the
same page are definied.

For the adaptation,
they consider device
capabilities only.

The context the framework of Hori et al. are taking into account, is pri-
marily defined by the requesting device’s capabilities, to which a re-
quested web page is adapted based on the static annotations. These
possible capabilities are reflected in the capability description of the
selection criteria annotation. Further incorporation of other context in-
formation is not specified by Hori. The research found its way into the
IBM WebSphere Transcoding Publisher product [BBB02].

Nagao et al.

[NSS01] use exter-
nal annotations for
translations, com-
mentating and video
summarization.

Another approach to construct a semantic super-structure for web page
adaptation is presented by Katashi Nagao et al. in [NSS01]. The main
idea is to provide any web user the option to extend any element of
any web page with linguistic, commentary or multimedia annotations. In a
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similar manner as Hori in [HKO+00] and as the Semantic Shadow frame-
work presented in this thesis, the authors refer to web page elements
using URLs and XPath pointers, extended by document hash codes.
As main adaptation, the presented system supports annotation-based
video summarization, language translation, and speech synthesis of
documents including images.

For translation, they
assign grammar
roles to elements of
a sentence.

Linguistic annotations indicate a semantic structure of textual elements
to an adaptation component (Transcoder). They can be used to develop
content-based presentation, retrieval, question-answering, summariza-
tion, and translation systems. Examples for such annotations would be
sentential unit, noun, noun phrase, verb, adnoun or adverb, and ad-
nominal or adverbial phrase. In addition, binary relations (e. g. agent,
patient, recipient) or rhetorical relations (e. g. cause, concession) can be
specified.

For commentaries,
they allow to model
HTML overlays.

Commentary annotations are meant to help the transcoder with the ma-
nipulation of nontextual elements such as images and sounds. These
annotations can be compared to notes (see above) and are presented
by default as an overlay upon mouse hovering (see Figure 3.7). These
overlays are supposed to contain text, images and links.

Figure 3.7: Comment annotations of [NSS01] presented as overlay.

To summarize
videos, they com-
bine overlays with
additional metadata.

Multimedia annotations combine the features of linguistic and commen-
tary annotations. They are mainly used to annotate video sequences
with content descriptions, which in a second step can be summarized
by the transcoder.

They support ac-
cess rules and editor
tracking for anno-
tations, but design
specifically for the
given use cases.

While Nagao et al. describe a system to manage external annotations
on web pages that is quite complex and provides support for access
rules and editor tracking, it aims somehow for different objectives than
the Semantic Shadow framework. As the framework presented in this
thesis provides a general system for context-aware web page element
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annotation without specifying dedicated use cases from the bottom
up, the system of [NSS01] is clearly designed to support three differ-
ent “adaptation” processes. For each of these “adaptation” processes
a specific annotation type is sketched while a common foundation of
all categories is difficult to discover. In addition, the choice not to use
a common language for semantic information storage like RDF [KC04]
excludes the data from being used with Semantic Web analyzing and
reasoning tools [W3C10]. Also, even though the framework aims for a
personal adaptation using user profiles, no context dimension is avail-
able in the annotation model.

3.3 Inferring Semantic Data from Web Pages

Current approaches
to infer semantic
data from web pages
focus on text and
DOM analysis.

As discussed in the first chapter, creating annotations for existing and
newly created web pages is a laborious task, hence for a big number of
documents unrealistic. While the idea of this thesis to generate those
annotations based on user interaction (see Chapter 5) has only been
discussed in the final remarks of [Att08] and not been implemented
before, other approaches to automatically create annotations based on
a page text or DOM analysis have been presented.

SemTag generates
meta information
by comparing text
fragments.

In [DEG+03], Stephen Dill et al. present SemTag, an application to tag
automatically large text inputs. They intend to bootstrap the process of
generating data for the Semantic Web by providing 434 million seman-
tic tags generated from the analysis of 264 million web pages. In three
passes (Spotting, Learning, Tagging) the algorithm seeks for web page
sequences to label, resolves ambiguities using a “Taxonomy-Based Dis-
ambiguation (TBD)” and stores them into a tag database. While the
analysis is fully automated, only the text of the web sites is used as
input for the seeking engine. Spatial locality and

consistent presen-
tation can be used
to identify web page
elements with a com-
mon role.

Going one step further, the approach
of Saikat Mukherjee et al. [MYR03] also considers spatial locality and
consistence in presentation of the elements in question: A “semantic
structure” of the document is derived from its presentational definition
and its content is then set into correspondence with domain ontologies
and lexical databases. This “semantic partition tree” can then be used
to enrich the original document with semantic annotations revealing
the observed concepts to external systems. In continuation, the authors
refined their approach in [MRS05] to use statistical analysis for auto-
mated concept identification. A similar idea was already pursued by
Mark Craven et al. in [CDF+98], where the authors trained a system to
classify web pages and extracted relations from them using a simple
ontology.

In order to generate
a segmented view of
a web page coherent
element groups must
be identified.

Yu Chen et al. focused on small device web site presentation, when de-
veloping their algorithm for page structure analysis [CMZ03]. Like in
the approach of Saikat Mukherjee, only the grouping of elements is de-
fined as a semantic structure: The page is iteratively segmented into
smaller content blocks, until they are suitable for an extracted view on
a mobile device.
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Chapter 4

The Semantic Shadow

4.1 Annotations for Contextual Semantics

The HTML language
is designed to de-
scribe the semantics
of text fragments.

The main language to describe information on the web used on cur-
rent web sites is HTML [RHJ99] (or its XML-compliant variant XHTML
[Pem02]). Being a markup language, the goal of the HTML-tags is to
describe in a very simple way the semantics of certain parts of a text
document. It is up to a displaying application, generally referenced
as “browser”, to interpret these semantic markups and to display the
content appropriately.

The WWW and its
usage changed since
the introduction of
HTML.

Whereas at the development time of HTML the correct visualization of
scientific research texts and, later on, the display of multi-media infor-
mation on a desktop PC was primarily in focus, the requirements to-
day are by far broader and the web is used in very different ways and
on various devices. Especially barrier-free access for impaired users
[AT00] and the visualization of web pages on mobile devices with re-
duced processing power and very limited display capabilities [CMZ03]
have been in research focus during the last decade. Furthermore, the
increasing mobile use of web resources makes the users aware of the
possibilities of context dependent service adaptations, which not only
makes sense for location information, but for various contexts on the
mobile [SBG99] and beyond (e. g. [Dey98, Dou01]).

To make the web
context-aware, fur-
ther semantic in-
formation must be
managed.

To enable automatic adaptation, further semantic information about the
web site’s content and its structure than given by traditional HTML is
required. This information, which can be expressed as an annotation to
the web site elements, can either be integrated directly into the HTML
page code [W3C07] or stored in a parallel structure [HKO+00, NSS01]
(see also Section 3.2.3).
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4.1.1 Semantic Annotations

Semantic annota-
tions describe the
content or the struc-
tural semantics.

Regardless of the way web element annotations are stored, two differ-
ent kinds of semantic annotations can be distinguished:

1. Annotations describing the content of the annotated element (i. e.,
some role, meaning etc.).

2. Annotations describing the structural semantics of the annotated
element (e. g. grouping, priority in comparison to other elements).

In the following, a base set of annotations, which can be used for vari-
ous adaptation processes (see Chapter 6) will be sketched.

Contentual Annotations

Contentual annota-
tions assign a role to
a page element.

The contentual annotations describe the contents of the marked infor-
mation. These annotations can be interpreted as describing the “role”
which the content plays, like the approach of [W3C07] suggests. In the
context of the Semantic Web [HHRS08] initiative, the term “annotation”
traditionally refers to these contentual annotations [Ins04]. Since there
has been research on this topic through the last decade [Rei06], very dif-
ferent roles of web page elements have been proposed (see for example
[HMMS99, MRS05, CFB00, DCM08, W3C07, Att08]), within them:

• impress
• license
• address
• login
• phone
• logo
• empty
• icon
• search
• help
• contact

• price
• photo
• author
• main
• seealso
• secondary
• decoration
• ornamental
• category
• hot-deals
• firstName

• lastName
• birthDate
• birthPlace
• related-news
• biographicInfo
• advertisement
• proper-content
• major-headline
• navigation
• navigation-menu
• navigation-bar

Contentual annota-
tions are application-
specific.

It is easy to imagine that every specific web site context might trigger
other concrete role descriptions. Therefore, we define in the scope of
this thesis a general annotation type:

hasRole(x,R) hasRole(x,R):
x defines an element (or a group of elements, see below) of the web
page, andR is a string with application-dependent semantics. For com-
plex semantic relations or the interaction of annotations coming from
different application domains, web ontologies [HHRS08] can be used
to structure the role semantics and to support automatic reasoning on
contentual annotations.
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Structural Annotations

Structural annota-
tions describe the
element’s function in
a page structure.

Structural annotations do not make direct statements about the content
of the marked information, but about its function in the page structure
or its interaction habits. Therfore, the semantics are less application
specific but more directed generally to the page visualization. A base
set for structural annotation types, which are used in the scope of this
thesis, is introduced in the following:

isMemberOfisMemberOf(x,G):
The element x is member of a semantic group named G. Elements are
by default member of the group elements, containing all of the page’s
elements. In addition, the isMemberOf() predicate can also be applied
to semantic groups themselves, forming groups of groups. Analog to
elements, groups are by default member of the group groups, contain-
ing all of the page’s groups.

Definition:
Semantic Group

SEMANTIC GROUP:
A semantic group is a named group of HTML elements on the same
page.

hasPriorityhasPriority(x, P [, G]):
The element x has a relative priority P (a rational number), compared
to other elements of group G or the default group elements.

receivesKeypressesreceivesKeypresses(x):
The element x can receive key presses.

supportsCharsetsupportsCharset(x,C):
The element x receives characters from the given charset C, defined as:

• numerical: 0-9
• lowercase-alpha: a-z, ä-ü, ß etc.
• uppercase-alpha: A-Z, Ä-Ü etc.
• whitespaces: \0x10 \t etc.
• multiline: \r \n
• decimal-separators: . ,
• mail-separator: @
• separators: - ; : + / etc.
• any

hasV alueLengthhasV alueLength(x,N):
The value of element x has a length of N characters.

hasAttentionT imehasAttentionT ime(x, T ):
In average, the element x is for T seconds in the users attention (per
page visit, T is a rational number).

followsFocusfollowsFocus(x, y):
The focus of the element x follows the focus of y.
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hasFocusFollower hasFocusFollower(x, y):
The focus of the element x is followed by the focus of y.

isSummary isSummary(x, Y ):
x is the summary of Y , where Y can be a page element or a semantic
group.

inducedBy inducedBy(vx, vy):
The element x has the value vx, if y has the value vy.

induces induces(vx, vy):
If the element x has the value vx, the element y has the value vy.

dependsOn dependsOn(x, vy):
The element x only gets a non-default value if the element y has the
non-default value v.

hasDependent hasDependent(vx, y):
If the element x has the non-default value vx, the element y also gets a
non-default value.

4.1.2 Annotation Model

A Shadow Annota-
tion has a subject,
a type and optional
properites.

As sketched in Figure 4.1 and described in the last section, every el-
ement of a web site can be enhanced with some semantic annotation
(Shadow Annotation) a. Therefore, every annotation contains at least the
element it relates to, named the Subject s of the annotation. Also the
type t of an annotation is required. Every concrete Shadow Annotation
can carry one or several additional properties p1 . . . pk, as required by the
semantics connected with the type of the annotation. These additional
properties can be simple scalar values, as an integer representing the
number of characters in an annotation of type hasV alueLength, but
they can also reference other web site elements or their values (as in
an annotation of type followsFocus).A Contextual Con-

fidence can define
the validity range of a
Shadow Annotation.

To determine the validity range
of the annotation, a Contextual Confidence Γ can be given, referencing a
context object c (see Section 2.1) and a real confidence value γ ∈ [0..1]
denoting the probability that the given annotation’s statement is valid
in the given context. Therefore, a Shadow Annotation is defined as the
tuple

Definition:
Shadow Annotation

a = (s, t, p1 . . . pk,Γ) (4.1)

with the contextual confidence level Γ being ∅ ≡ (1.0,∅) or

Γ = (γ, c) (4.2)

Shadow Annotations
are managed in the
Semantic Shadow.

The database managing all known Shadow Annotations is called the
Semantic Shadow and supports querying (and storing) Shadow Annota-
tions using an interface depicted in Figure 4.2.
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Annotation[] annotationsOf(Subject subject)
Annotation[] annotationsOf(URL page)
Annotation[] annotationsWithPrefix(URI prefix)
Annotation[] annotationsOf(Subject subject, Context context)
Annotation[] annotationsOf(URL page, Context context)
Annotation[] annotationsWithPrefix(URI prefix,Context context)

 
Semantic Shadow

annotate(Subject subject, AnnotationType type, Map<Property, Object> properties)
Annotation storeAnnotation(Annotation annotation)
void removeAnnotation(Annotation annotation)
AnnotationType createAnnotationTypeWithName(String typeName)
Annotation getAnnotation(Subject subject, AnnotationType type)

 
MutableSemanticShadow

Figure 4.2: The interface manage annotations of the Semantic Shadow.

4.1.3 Model Representation

Shadow Annotations
can be mapped to an
RDF model.

To interact with the Shadow Annotations, some representation of the
model is required. To match with existing Semantic Web technologies,
an RDF [KC04] based representation has been developed.

Subject and type can
be mapped directly,
properties and con-
text confidences with
a blank node.

In RDF, every data element consists of the triple (Subject, Property, Ob-
ject). Whereas the Subject and Property are required to be resources
identified by a Unique Resource Identificator (URI), the Object can ei-
ther be a single value/resource or another RDF triple. The mapping
of an annotation a = (s, t, p1 . . . pk,Γ) is realized as follows (see graph
representation in Figure 4.3):

• s is mapped to the subject of the RDF-triple.

• t is mapped to the property of the RDF-triple.

• As object, an empty node (“Annotation Property Node”) is intro-
duced.

• The type specific annotation properties p1 . . . pk are mapped to
properties of the Annotation Property Node.

• The contextual confidence Γ is also modeled as independent node
connected to the Annotation Property Node with the property
sems:contextual confidence.1

An annotation can
have multiple values
for the Contextual
Confidence.

If several annotations only differ by their sems:contextual
confidence property, they can be represented by a single RDF-triple
with several sems:confidence properties attached to its Annotation
Property Node.

1The prefix sems: is an abbreviation for the URI http://www.cs.bonn.edu/
sems/2010/08/14/
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Figure 4.3: An annotation on a web site element can be directly mapped
to a representation in RDF.

The Annotation Subject

Annotation subjects
can be elements,
values or groups.

The annotation subject can either be a web site element, the value of
a web site element or a semantic group in a web site. To map to RDF,
these resources have to be identified by a URI. In every case this URI is
constructed of the related web site’s URL (including the location part,
if relevant), a # as separator and a fragment part.

A simplified XPath
based URI is used
to identify web page
elements.

In the case of a web site element, the fragment part identifies the web
page element using a simplified and URI-compatible XPath 1.0 [CD99]
description:

• If the element contains an id, simply the id can be stated.

• Otherwise, the fragment starts with a / followed by the simplest
possible path only containing the child axes and the functions
position() and id().

• To shorten the URI length, the following abbreviations are used:
/element(n) ≡ /child::element[position()=n]

/element ≡ /child::element[position()=1]

bla ≡ /id(’bla’)

The canonical fragment representation of an element is calculated as
shown in Algorithm 4.1
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Algorithm 4.1 Canonical XPath calculation

1: function XPATH(e)
2: if e.id 6= ⊥ :
3: return e.id
4: else if e.parent == ⊥ : // The root element never has siblings
5: return “#/” + e.name;
6: else if e.parent.indexOf(e) > 1 :
7: return XPATH(e.parent) + “/” + e.name + “(“ +
e.parent.indexOf(e) + “)”

8: else
9: return XPATH(e.parent) + “/” + e.name

Values and groups
are also mapped to
URIs.

In case of an element value as annotation subject, the value is added in
apostrophes (’) to the canonical element fragment. A group is always
represented by the fragment #$groupname.

The Annotation Type

Annotation type URIs
have a dedicated
namespace.

The URI of the annotation type, constructing the property of the
annotation RDF triple, is generally constructed by using the pre-
fix sems:atype/ and the common name of the annotation, e. g.
hasValueLength. For annotations introduced by independent mod-
ules, individual prefixes might be used.

The Annotation Properties

Properties are as-
signed to a blank
node called Annota-
tion Property Node.

To represent the annotation properties, a blank node called
“Annotation Property Node” is used as subject of the anno-
tation RDF-triple. This node is used as RDF subject for
triples representing each a type specific property. Their value
is represented by the triple object, and the triple property
URI is defined as annotationTypeUri#propertyName, e. g.
sems:atype/hasValueLength#length.

The Contextual Confidence

The Contextual Con-
fidence is also as-
signed to the Anno-
tation Property Node.

The Contextual Confidence, if applying, is modeled by a blank
node connected with the property sems:confidence to the An-
notation Property Node. It contains two RDF triples named
sems:contextual confidence#context pointing to a context
description as introduced in Section 2.1 (or compatible) and
sems:contextual confidence#level stating the confidence level
between [0 . . . 1]. As an alternative, the confidence level can be ex-
pressed using the pair sems:contextual confidence#hits and
sems:contextual confidence#count. Then, the confidence level
can be calculated as the fraction hits/count, while at the same time, the
fraction’s numerator and denominator are maintained for incremental
level updates.
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Annotation stability

The stability of URI
references has to be
considered.

As web sites are updated over time, not only the web site content, but
also the presentation structure and within it the elements in the HTML
DOM change. If content or new elements have just been added to the
web page, the XPath pointers are still valid, and therefore annotations
can still be correctly associated [AH03]. In most cases, even if the struc-
ture of a web page changes, the element ids are preserved. As the anno-
tation subject identification in the Semantic Shadow concept is based on
these ids as soon as they are available, the “stability” of these annota-
tions is high. In some cases, if element ids are changed or not available
at all, a re-identification of the original annotation subject in the restruc-
tured web page is not possible.

For fundamental
modifications, a tran-
sition document must
be maintained.

To maintain Semantic Shadow annotations despite fundamental page
structure changes, a time stamp based transformation document is re-
quired. This document needs to be maintained by the site publisher,
since element correspondences between different page revisions are
hard to detect automatically.

4.1.4 Interoperability with Semantic Web Tools

The annotation
model can be re-
duced to reason with
Semantic Web tools.

In the last section, a way to store Semantic Shadow annotations in an RDF
model has been presented. While the way of introducing a blank node
to store multiple values of an RDF property (here: the Annotation Prop-
erty Node) is generally supported by Semantic Web Tools [W3C10], the
notion of contextual confidence and its semantics are specific to the Se-
mantic Shadow concept. To process the data with general RDF tools, the
RDF model needs to be reduced depending on the operations which
ought to be executed on the model.

Reduction to fuzzy datasets

Contextual Con-
fidence can be
mapped to a fuzzy
statement.

A number of approaches exist to introduce fuzziness into the binary
world of RDF (see Section 3.1.2). Generally, these approaches allow
to state the probability of an RDF tuple being true. Depending on the
output representation, a specific mapping can be defined, which, given
a specific evaluation context c, transforms the Contextual Confidence γc
into the required probability value on the main annotation tuple. This
corresponds to an evaluation of the Semantic Shadow in c.

Reduction to plain RDF

To remove uncer-
tainty information, a
threshold based filter
is applied.

If uncertainty has to be eliminated completely from the RDF model, the
reduction not only has to take into account a concrete interpretation
context c, but a decision baseline γmin as well. Each annotation persist-
ing in the original model, for which γc < γmin will be removed from the
model, as well as all sems:confidence properties. This corresponds
to an evaluation of the Semantic Shadow in the concrete context c, while
for every annotation a the mapping γa(c)← dγa(c)− γmine is applied.
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4.2 Applications of the Semantic Shadow Concept

SemS data can be
used for adaptation
and analysis.

The concept of the Semantic Shadow extends the currently established
web data specification by another, parallel information layer. The in-
formation available in the form of contextual semantic annotations can
be used for different scenarios, of which at least three groups can be
distinguished:

1. Live adaptation of HTML data

2. Off-line adaptation of HTML data and generation of target group
variants

3. Static analysis of usage information

Each of these application groups will be explained in detail.

4.2.1 Live Adaptation

Live adaptation does
not require special
server or client soft-
ware support.

“Live web page adaptation” is characterized by three vertex points:

1. The web page content is generally stored on the web server in
a way that no specific, access-context dependent adaptations are
performed by the serving host. This includes static web pages as
well as dynamically generated ones. Site adaptations, which are
required by the business logic context (e. g. the visualization of
a virtual purchase cart) are evidently handled by the web server
software.

2. The client is not required to perform adaptations manually, e. g.
by defining user side style sheets [Tre08, Bar10] or by navigating
to a specific URL triggering a predefined adaptation process.

3. The adaptation work is done on demand, i. e., following a re-
quest by the user’s browser, the request context is determined
and using Semantic Shadow information, the requested web data
is adapted.

The adaptation process can take place itself on the client side or using a
proxy software (see [Jan07, Chapter 5.2]).

Client side adapta-
tion is possible, but
has drawbacks.

Client side adaptation takes place on the user’s machine, e. g. using a
browser plug-in or some kind of network layer software. This approach
is favorable if privacy concerns prohibit the processing of context data
outside the client’s machine, or if the Semantic Shadow database is user
specific and maintained on the client machine. Nevertheless, web page
adaptation might consume quite a bit of computing power and mem-
ory, depending on the complexity of the adaptation process. If the
client’s resources are very limited, a dynamic scaling may not possible,
neither in the means of CPU, nor in the means of available memory.
In addition, the responsiveness of the complete system and with it of
other applications running concurrently might be affected. As a further
drawback, the user has to install a specific piece of software on his sys-
tem, which makes the approach more obtrusive. If the Semantic Shadow
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information has to be requested from a distant server, the querying time
adds up to the perceived page loading time and the amount of trans-
mitted data increases. Summarized, client side processing might be
an option when used in an environment with specialized requirements
and on desktop computers and a future option for mobile phones.

Using an adaptation
proxy is the preferred
deployment scenario.

A proxy software hooks into the data flow and works between the
client’s browser and the web server software (see the visualization of
USAPROXY in Figure 5.1). The technique is also called “third-party
adaptation” or “dynamic reauthoring” and is, according to Kurz et al.
[KPG04], one of the most widely accepted approaches for dynamic
adaptation processes. Kurz names minimal maintenance effort and
single-source authoring as reasons, but this goes together with other
advantages like the option for transparent setup, minimization of data
transferred to the client’s device over the “last mile” and externaliza-
tion of resource usage. In their paper from 2004, Kurz et al. mention
nine approaches of adaptation proxies in research studies dating back
to 1987, so the approach can be seen as being established. There are
several deployment options (see Figure 4.4) which rank from a personal
proxy installed on the user’s system (similar to the approach sketched
in the last paragraph) over a transparent proxy system running on a
provider’s gateway computer, an external service which is provided as
a general solution and has to be configured in the user OS/browser’s
network connection settings, up to acting as the web server software,
which transparently forwards the request to the actual, hidden web
server. In the user’s perception, the approach is similar to the now pop-
ular “computation in the cloud”, where a calculation is not performed
on the user’s device, but on distant machines [AFG+10].

4.2.2 Offline Variant Generation

Live adaptation is a
resource-expensive
approach.

While the live adaptation outlined in the last section is a very flexible
approach, it is at the same time very ineffective regarding CPU and
memory resources. At the instance the user requests a web page, the
adaptation process has to be triggered and performed without saddling
the user with a long waiting time until the requested web page is dis-
played in his browser. This limits the runtime of the adaptation algo-
rithm and therewith its complexity. In addition, if several users are
requesting an adaptation process concurrently, enough resources have
to be provided to perform the adaptation calculation in parallel.

Pre-calculation and
caching of a limited
variant set solves the
resource problem.

One approach to reduce the adaptation resource demands is the pre-
calculation of adapted web pages and the persistent storage (caching)
of those variants. This approach works especially well if the content
to be adapted is rather static and the relevant request context can be
simplified into a few standard context classes (see User Categorization
in [All97]). The definition of these context classes and the mapping of
a specific request class to a specific context class as a step of simplifi-
cation is highly scenario dependent and might require further domain
knowledge (see Figure 4.5). For a detailed discussion, see Section 6.1.4.
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Figure 4.4: Proxy adaptation can be installed on the user’s system (a),
at the provider’s gateway machine (b), as an independent service (c) or
on the content provider’s side in front of the content server (d).

Both approaches
can be combined to
optimize the tradeoff
between variant cal-
culation and system
responsiveness.

Practically, the off-line variant generation can be combined with the
live adaptation process presented in the last section: Upon an incom-
ing client request, the request context is mapped to a variant context
class and the variant cache is checked for an appropriate recent page
variant. If there is no variant available or the pre-cached variant is
outdated, a live adaptation using a representative context description
of the required context class as request context is performed. The re-
sult is returned to the client as well as cached on the adaptation server
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Figure 4.5: Upon requestAc, the request context c is mapped to a repre-
sentative context class from ki and the web page variant pre-calculated
for the given context class Aki is transmitted to the client.

for further use (see Figure 4.6). This combined approach still suffers
from complexity limitations implied by the response time limits, but on
the other hand minimizes response time for further requests in context
mapped to the same context class. In addition, the variant manage-
ment is simplified and optimized, since no pre-generation of variants
practically never requested is done. Using a simple request statistics
(or an analysis process as sketched in the next section), proactive pre-
generation of the most probably requested variants can be performed
while at the same time requests with contexts mapped to uncommon
classes can still be served.

4.2.3 Static Analysis

Static analysis can
infer further know-
ledge from annota-
tion interpretation.

The third category of applications for the Semantic Shadow concept pre-
sented here does not have a direct impact on the user’s page visualiza-
tion: The static analysis of annotations. An application from this cate-
gory uses the annotations of the Semantic Shadow as input data to infer
further knowledge about the web page, its usage (if the annotation data
was generated based on web site usage, see Chapter 5) and its struc-
tural semantics. The result of such an algorithm might be the definition
of representative context classes to partition the set of possible request
contexts (see the previous section). Another result might be a human
readable report indicating the typical use of the web site by the clients
in varying contexts, so that content or presentation optimizations can
be manually performed (as done with classic web mining approaches,
see [Spi00]). A third option is to generate new Semantic Shadow anno-
tations, based on further interpretation knowledge embedded into the
analysis algorithm (see “Knowledge Discovery” in [NSS01]). Pattern-matching on

annotations is one
analysis example.

An ex-
ample for such an algorithm is presented by Jasmin Kreutz in [Kre10],
where configurable patterns (e. g. address form, gallery, login form,
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Figure 4.6: Combining the live adaptation strategy with variant gen-
eration allows to perform the trade-off in between responsiveness and
efficiency.

date selector, shopping cart) embedded in a web site are identified. For
this identification, the web page HTML code is analyzed in conjunc-
tion with the corresponding Semantic Shadow annotations. The identi-
fied patterns are in turn persisted in the Semantic Shadow using group
and role annotations, so they can be used subsequently by adaptation
algorithms.
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Chapter 5

Deriving Web UI Meta
Information from their Usage

In a simple approach
annotations are gen-
erated manually.

To extend web sites with context-dependent semantic annotations as
described and used in the previous chapters, several methods can be
applied: The most basic way is to construct the semantic annotations
together with the rest of the web site while creating the page. This way
is frequently used for adding Semantic Web [HHRS08] annotations to
web pages or marking certain roles of web site elements in XHTML
[W3C07]. The second possibility is to use dedicated annotation tools
(see for example [HKO+00, Koi05] and for comparison [Rei06]).

Annotations can also
be generated from
usage data analysis.

A third way, proposed in this thesis, is the derivation of contextual se-
mantics by unobtrusively studying frequent user interactions, as given
by the regular use of the web pages. This method requires several steps:
Firstly, the usage of the web resource in question has to be tracked. Sec-
ondly, this tracking data has to be summarized for privacy and man-
ageability issues. Thirdly, meaningful semantic annotations have to be
extracted from this aggregated usage data and linked back to the re-
lated web site element.

5.1 User Tracking Methods

Four levels of web
user tracking can be
distinguished.

Several methods can be applied to look over the user’s shoulder while
he or she is surfing the web and inspecting its pages. These methods
can roughly be separated into four categories, each improving the qual-
ity (and amount) of tracked user data, but at the same time requiring
more complicated software and client-server interaction.

5.1.1 Inspecting HTTP Request Logs (Level 1)

First level usage data
is based on HTTP
access logs.

In order to display a web page in the user’s browser using the the HTTP
protocol [FGM+99] a GET or POST request is send to the server host-
ing the web page in question. Besides the requested web resource,
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the request contains meta information such as the browser’s identifi-
cation string (“User Agent”) and the web site which was viewed before
the browser issued the request (“Referrer”). Traditionally, web servers
maintain log files were they add a line to for every handled request
(“Access Log”). In general, the logged dataset contains information
about the user’s IP address, the request time, the requested resource,
the user identifier (if the resource was password protected), the user
agent and the request’s referrer. The wide-spread Apache HTTP server
defines this in its documentation by the “Common” and the “Com-
bined” log format [The09]. Similar information is also stored by other
web servers like the Microsoft IIS [Mic10] using the W3C Extended Log
File Format [HB99]. While this log information does not reveal details
about the user’s interaction with the web site’s elements per se1, at least
the request context (see Section 5.2.3) and basic page related usage data
(e. g. viewing time) can be inferred. To generate annotations modeling
the interaction of a given page with other pages of the same site, level 1
(L1) logging information is often sufficient [Spi00].

5.1.2 Inspecting HTTP Request Parameters (Level 2)

On the second level,
form values sub-
mitted using HTTP
request parameters
are evaluated.

If a user fills out a form on a web page, the corresponding data is trans-
mitted together with the next HTTP request. In case of a GET request,
the data is attached to the request URL, separated from the page URL
by a question mark sign (?), in case of a POST request, the data is trans-
mitted in the request body. In both cases, not the input’s field DOM po-
sition or ID is used as value identifier, but a dedicated name attribute
of the corresponding form element. Using the page HTML data, the
originating input element can be identified using the name attribute,
but unfortunately, this association is not guaranteed to be unique. In
addition, only the final value of the user input can be inspected using
this method, intermediate values or web side interactions not resulting
in a form value change can not be tracked.

5.1.3 Inspecting Client Events (Level 3)

For more detailed
tracking, client side
code execution is
required.

The first two methods explained in this section can be implemented
completely on the server side of a web surfing experience, since no
more information is gathered and taken into account than required any-
way to deliver the service “Web”. If more detailed information about
the web site usage is desired (as for example in Usability research), the
client computer has to be advised to cooperate and capture client events
like mouse movements, key presses and focus shifts.

User side event
capturing can be
done by embedding
JAVASCRIPT event
handlers into the
requested page.

Classically, dedicated software [GS00, GF03] or browser plug-ins
[SLP99, Sri10] need to be installed to capture user events. A more
unobtrusive way to record events triggered by the client browser is
the usage of embedded JAVASCRIPT, like done by [Wnu05, PSK09].

1Except for the case where form data was transmitted using a GET request, see next
section.
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A filed application to record these events remotely is the USAPROXY

[Wnu05, Att08], which this thesis’ user tracking prototype is based on.
7.4 Implementation 161
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Figure 7.2: Top: Server responses with images are returned unmodified to the browser.
Bottom: For HTML content, JavaScript is inserted and the request and response are logged.

7.4 Implementation

Summary: Numerous technical problems had to be resolved to allow transparent
insertion of JavaScript on HTML pages, perform non-invasive logging of mouse
movement and other types of interaction, work around browser security restrictions,
and to permit flexible deployment in proxy, transparent proxy or server mode.

UsaProxy is implemented as an intermediary which can work in several modes of operation
(HTTP proxy, transparent HTTP proxy, HTTP server mode with request forwarding). On one
hand, the tool consists of the HTTP forwarding code, which is realized as a stand-alone Java
program. On the other hand, JavaScript code executes on the client browser to record user actions.
The JavaScript code sends the obtained data back to the proxy, allowing all information gathered
by the two parts to be stored on the same machine the proxy runs on.

UsaProxy was implemented and later improved by Monika Wnuk as part of her project and
diploma theses [Wnuk05UsabilityProxy] [Wnuk06Remote].

7.4.1 Forwarding and Modifying HTTP Requests and Responses

The purpose of UsaProxy is to serve as an intermediary to which browser HTTP requests can be
directed in different ways, usually by reconfiguring a browser’s HTTP proxy settings. When the
tool is started, it listens on a network port that is configurable via a command-line option, and

Figure 5.1: The main architecture of USAPROXY: While HTML re-
ponses are modified for user tracking, any other server response is sim-
ply forwarded to the client. [Att08]

The USAPROXY

framework imple-
ments such a track-
ing algorithm.

As the name suggests, the USAPROXY technically acts as a web proxy,
receiving HTTP requests from a browser and redirecting them to the
requested web server. The proxy receives the response from the web
server and forwards it to the web client (see Figure 5.1). If the server’s
response indicates that a HTML document is delivered, the USAPROXY

adds a special script tag to the page’s header, which points to the
browser event tracking code. Every time the user triggers a relevant
event, the script communicates in the background with the proxy soft-
ware to log this event on the proxy server (Figure 5.2).

All browser events
related to user inter-
action are captured.

In order to record the data required for usability testing of web appli-
cations, the following events are tracked by the embedded JAVASCRIPT

and forwarded to the proxy server writing a log file ([Wnu05, Att06,
Att08]):

onClick : The user clicks on a DOM element. Together with the event,
the source element and the x and y offset of the mouse position
from the top left corner of the window are recorded.

onMousemove : The mouse is moved over an element. Together with
the event, the x and y offset of the mouse position is recorded.

onKeyPress : The user presses a key on his keyboard. Together with
the event, the key that was pressed is recorded.

onLoad : A page is loaded. Together with the event, the width and
height of the browser window is recorded.
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Figure 7.5: Log data is sent to the proxy by the JavaScript running on the client. The special
form of the URL that is used for this causes the proxy not to forward it to any server.

script to store larger amounts of information on the client machine due to security restrictions.
However, it is also a useful feature, since the proxy can conveniently store the logs for many test
participants in a single, central place.

To deliver the log data, the same trick is used as for the initial download of the JavaScript code
itself (see figure 7.5): A request to a special URL is made via an XMLHttpRequest invocation.
The proxy recognizes this URL and does not forward it to a server, but instead writes a line to its
log file. The line consists of the IP from which the log request originated, a timestamp and the
submitted log data. The URL of the request now includes the string “log”, followed by the text
of the log line, i.e. http://a.b.c.d/usaproxylolo/log?log-data

The storage requirements for UsaProxy’s log data are relatively modest even though the log-
ging is far more detailed than that of server-side logs. In the example user studies that were
conducted with the system and which involved viewing a number of pages on several websites,
on average the amount of disk space that was needed for the recorded HTML documents was
below 100 kBytes per user and minute, and the disk space for the log file was about 3 kBytes per
user and minute.

7.5 Example Output

Figure 7.6 shows a short sample of a typical UsaProxy logfile. The log entries are a selection
from a longer UsaProxy session and were chosen to include examples for many of the different
possible log entry types.

As already explained above, the “sd” (session data) identifier in the lines of the log file is
used to associate entries for HTTP traffic with entries created by the client-side JavaScript. Fur-
thermore, a unique session ID “sid” is used to identify each browser instance. This way, several
browsers accessing the same web application from the same IP can be distinguished from one
another.

Figure 5.2: The logging procedure of USAPROXY: Browser events
are captured on the client side and forwarded asynchronously to the
browser. [Att08]

onFocus : An element or the document is focused.

onBlur : An element or the document looses focus.

onUnload : A page is unloaded.

onResize : A browser window is resized. Together with the event, the
new width and height of the browser window is recorded.

onScroll : The document was scrolled.

onValueChange : Changes are made to the value of any field in a form,
including radio buttons, drop-down menus, checkboxes and text
fields.

onSelection : Text is selected using the mouse or keyboard, either in-
side text fields or anywhere else on the page.

For every event, the related HTML element is recorded, identified ei-
ther by its id or name value, or by its relative position in the DOM tree.
As onMousemove and onScroll events are triggered very frequently, these
events are captured for logging only in constant intervals triggered by
a timer.

Minor modifications
on the USAPROXY

software were re-
quired for this thesis.

Based on the open source of USAPROXY 2.0 [WA06], for the purpose of
this thesis, minor modifications have been made to the application:

• Instead of recording an abstract identification string for elements
without defined id (see [Att08, Section 7.4.3]), an XPath pointer
is calculated on the client side and transferred to the logging sys-
tem.

• Small fixes related to the correct persistence of time information
have been added.
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5.1.4 Using Dedicated Hardware (Level 4)

On the fourth and
most detailed level,
eye tracking hard-
ware is used.

The most sophisticated way of tracking the user’s attention when scan-
ning a web page is to follow his or her eyes while they slide over the
browser’s page visualization. Using eye trackers as computer input
has long been under research [WM87][Duc07, Chapter 20], often for the
evaluation of web site interaction [GJG04]. In experimental settings, an
eye tracking hardware like the Tobii X120 [Tob08] can be used to de-
termine the user’s points of fixation and scanpaths on the web page
[SG00, JK03, IB04, PB05]. Concluding from the point of focus to the
focus of interest is valid, as John Hansen argues in [Gri10], but might
not be all the time correlated [SFYW98]. In addition, to create a critical
data mass the mining of usage data for web site annotations needs to go
beyond experiments, which requires an eye tracking being part of the
standard web usage process. Eye tracking hardware, which can be in-
tegrated into standard computer equipment [Tob09] might be a future
option. A low fidelity approximation is the use of (integrated) web-
cams [HMHN04, HP05, LBP06, SSM+10], as this eye tracking method
is also usable for mobile devices [MWC10].

5.1.5 Comparison of Tracking Methods

A tradeoff has to be
made between data
quality and amount.

The quality of the tracked information increases from one tracking level
to the next one. At the same time, the amount of data generated by the
tracking algorithm increases, as does the time and processing power
which are required to analyze the data. With respect to the given ap-
plication requirement, the minimally required tracking method is to be
selected.

Eye tracking algo-
rithms are sensitive
to distortions.

The advantage of eye tracking usage to determine user focus time on
web elements is its higher precision compared to an approximation by
interpreting the mouse cursor as point of interest (cf. the discussion in
[AWS06, Section 6.2]). On the other hand, measurements might still be
imprecise, since eye tracking algorithms are very sensitive to external
disorders like caused by the instability of the eyes, blinking and exter-
nal factors as contact lenses and eyeglasses (especially bifocals), long
eyelashes, heavy eye makeup or “droopy” eyelids [Duc07]. Distortions
resulting from the user’s UI interaction manners, which might be cor-
rected in experimental settings [PN09], would lead to bad algorithm
performance in a real web usage scenario. Additionally, eye tracking
is a procedure the average user is not used to, so especially in the case
where video data is evaluated, privacy concerns might make the user
feel uncomfortable with the usage tracking method.

For generating SemS
annotations, tracking
data from level 2 and
3 is used.

For the structural annotations, which are generated using the proce-
dures and concepts presented in this thesis, a detailed view on the
user’s interaction with the web page is required. On the other hand,
in order to generate resilient context-dependent annotations, interac-
tions from as many subjects as possible have to be aggregated, so the
inhibition threshold of participating in the project should be low. This
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excludes the use of dedicated hardware and leaves the options of ana-
lyzing server-based and JAVASCRIPT generated tracking data.

5.1.6 User Tracking and Privacy

Usage data collec-
tion has to be mini-
mal and transparent
to the user.

In all cases, privacy issues have to be taken into account. The more
detailed information about a user’s interaction with a web site is
gathered, the more private information might be exposed. For the
JAVASCRIPT based tracking process, [Att08, p.178] gives implementa-
tion hints, which can be summarized as: Do not collect information
without informing the user which data is collected and how the data is
used, and process information only if the user agreed for this specific
process. On the server side, data must be aggregated in an early stage
and every piece of information, which might allow a backtracking to an
individual user has to be access protected, and deleted as soon as the
aggregation process is finished.

5.2 Deriving Contextual Annotations from Usage
Data

This section sket-
ches inference algo-
rithms for the anno-
tation base set.

In Chapter 4, the concept of the Semantic Shadow has been introduced,
based on the idea of providing further annotations to web page ele-
ments (Section 4.1). This section shows how the structural annotations
from the base set introduced in Section 4.1.12 can be derived from usage
data, tracked as described in Section 5.1.

5.2.1 Offline Derivation

Usage data of page
views is persisted in
event lists (log files).

The information about the usage of web pages is normally stored in se-
quential lists of events, traditionally referred to as logfiles. In the follow-
ing we assume that for every user u viewing a page p in a context c, a
dedicated event list Ev = (e0v, e

1
v, . . . , e

nv−1
v ) for this view v = V (u, p, c)

is available. A page view v is defined as the process requesting the web
page and interacting with it’s visualization, until requesting the next
web page or canceling the web browsing session. The total number of
events tracked during the page view v is referenced as nv = |Ev|.

Log-lines are time
stamped and tem-
porarily ordered.

Every event ev consists of a timestamp tev , an event name nev , the event
scope sev (i. e., the web page element x the event relates to) and addi-
tional, event specific parameters πev . The events of an event list Ev are
ordered chronologically, that means by definition

∀eiv, ejv ∈ Ev : (teiv < t
ejv

)↔ (i < j) (5.1)

Since timestamps do not have an arbitrary precision when stored on a
computing system, it can happen that several events seem to occur “at
once”, i. e., have the same timestamp. Therefore we only assume the

2Except for isMemberOf(x,G) and isSummary(x, Y ), which can better be gener-
ated using HTML analysis, see Section 3.3.
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following, weaker conclusions:

∀i, j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , nv − 1},i < j :

(teiv < t
ejv

)→ (i < j) (5.2)

(i < j)→ (teiv ≤ tejv) (5.3)

(teiv = t
ejv

)→ ∀k ∈ {i, .., j} : tekv = teiv (5.4)

O(x) contains the
element x and all
direct or transitive
children of x.

All elements of a page p form the set Ap. In addition, the following set
of children of an element x ∈ Ap is defined:

O(x) = {y ∈ Ap|(y = x) ∨ (x ^ y)} ⊆ Ap (5.5)

where (x ^ y) symbolizes that the element x is the direct or transitive
parent of y. In the following, the tracked web page usage information
is referenced as L1, L2, L3 and L4, depending on the different ways
of data collection described in Section 5.1. The list Ev contains

all events of a page
view.

If not stated otherwise, the
event listEv of a single view v is treated as input, and reasonable aggre-
gations over all tracked page views (average, weighted average, global
extreme values etc.) have to be made to calculate the overall valid pred-
icates for all x ∈ Ap.

hasPriorityhasPriority(x, P [, G]):
When deriving the priority from usage data, a simple approach is to
assume that for active elements (e. g. buttons) the importance of an ele-
ment is directly correlated with the activation frequency, which can be
calculated observing the L3 ’onfocus’ or ’onclick’ events3. For
passive elements (e. g. paragraphs), the importance of an element can
in a first approach be seen as correlated with the time the user spends
his attention on it and calculated by normalizing this time (as expressed
by hasAttentionT ime(x, T )) by the amount of information the element
carries (e. g. number of characters).

The absolute values then have to be compared with those of the other
elements in G, i. e., all members associated to the semantic group G us-
ing the isMemberOf(G) annotation type, to calculate relative priority
values. If x /∈ G, then P is 0.

receivesKeypressesreceivesKeypresses(x):
With L3 tracking information, this predicate can be set for every x,
where an event e exists with se = x and ne = onKeyPress.

If only L2 tracking information is available, the predicate can be de-
duced from the presence of an event with se = x, ne = value, πev 6= ∅.
Unfortunately, this method can just be applied for text input fields in
submitted forms and is only a sufficient criterion4 (Due to the fact the
user might have entered something and removed it before submitting
the form). With L1 information, the predicate can not be deduced.

3If only L2 tracking information is available, the ’onclick’ event can be “simu-
lated” by analyzing which values of button input elements have been submitted.

4Given that the text field is not disabled, which requires further processing of the
input HTML.
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supportsCharset supportsCharset(x,C):
This predicate can be determined using the same techniques as de-
scribed for receivesKeypresses(x), extended with the concrete analysis
of the input value. As soon as a key from a certain charset is detected,
this charset can be flagged as “supported”.

When using L3 tracking information (events ’onkeypress’ and
’onvaluechanged’), attention has to be paid to analyze only the fi-
nal result of an input event set (or at least to value this higher), because
most probably the final input reflects the intended element input se-
mantics better than intermediate typing errors.

hasV alueLength hasV alueLength(x,N):
To get the length of an input value, input can be tracked as in
supportsCharset(x,C), and the length of the input can be evaluated.
In case of Ev being L2 tracking information, the simple Algorithm 5.1
can be applied. For L3 tracking information, the same measures as in
supportsCharset(x,C) are required.

Algorithm 5.1 ValueLength calculation

1: function VALUELENGTH(x)
2: for all ev ∈ Ev :
3: if (sev ∈ O(x)) ∧ (nev = value) :
4: return STRLEN(πev )
5: return ⊥

hasAttentionT ime hasAttentionT ime(x, T ):
The attention time of a certain element x can be tracked using L4 log
data by analyzing the visual focus of the user (see Algorithm 5.2).

Algorithm 5.2 Attention time calculation

1: function ATTENTIONTIME(x)
2: τx ← 0
3: tlast ← ⊥
4: for i← 0, nv − 1 :
5: if neiv = ’eyefocus’ :
6: if seiv ∈ O(x) : // element (or child) x is focused
7: if tlast = ⊥ :
8: tlast ← teiv
9: else // another element is focused

10: if tlast 6= ⊥ :
11: τx ← τx + (teiv − tlast)
12: tlast ← ⊥
13: if tlast 6= ⊥ : // if last focused element was x
14: τx ← τx + (tenv−1

v
− tlast) // approximation only

15: return τx

In this approach we assume that the user does only focus on web site
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elements (and does not move the focus from the browser). In a real
implementation, the block beginning in line 9 has to be executed upon
other events, which indicates that the user completely withdraws his
attention from the website, too.

If only L3 tracking information is available, the Algorithm 5.2 might
nevertheless be applied by replacing the event’s name in line 5 with
’onmousemove’. This seems to be a good approximation as the dis-
cussion in [AWS06, Section 6.2] shows.

The predicate can only be derived very roughly using L2 or L1 infor-
mation by assigning the total viewtime of the page p to every page ele-
ment.

hasFocusFollower

followsFocus

hasFocusFollower(x, y) / followsFocus(x, y):
In order to derive these predicates from usage data, L3 tracking infor-
mation is required. As shown in Algorithm 5.3, the annotations can
easily be extracted by observing the ’onfocus’ event (for the focus
successor definition, the subject and property element of the annota-
tion are exchanged).

Algorithm 5.3 Focus predecessor calculation

1: function FOCUSPREDECESSORS(x)
2: elast ← ⊥
3: Px ← ∅
4: for i← 0, nv − 1 :
5: if neiv = ’onfocus’ :
6: if seiv = x : // element x is focused
7: if elast 6= ⊥ :
8: Px ← Px ∪ {elast}
9: elast ← ⊥

10: else // another element is focused
11: elast ← seiv
12: return Px

induces

inducedBy

induces(vy, vx) / inducedBy(vx, vy):
These predicates can only be reasonably derived if a multitude of page
views is analyzed. From the L2 tracking information (and from L3,
when measures like in supportsCharset(x,C) are taken into account),
all submitted value tuples can be derived. To reduce the complex-
ity, only the subset of inductions based on a direct focus switch are
considered, filtering the tuples to those element pairs (x, y), for which
followsFocus(x, y) has been declared. A more sophisticated approach
would be the application of machine learning algorithms [Mit97]: The
value tuples can be converted into decision trees deciding upon vx, and
based on these trees decision rules can be inferred. The rules can then
in turn be persisted as inducedBy(vx, vy) predicates.
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hasDependent

dependsOn

hasDependent(vy, x) / dependsOn(x, vy):
Using the correspondent inducedBy(vx, vy) predicate set, all vy for
which the dependsOn(x, vy) statement applies can be calculated as⋃

vx

{vy ∈ inducedBy(vx, vy)|vy 6= DEFAULTVALUE(y)} (5.6)

In the same way, hasDependent(vy, x) can be derived from the
induces(vy, vx) predicate set.

The computations
must be triggered
regularly.

In practise, these algorithms are executed at a scheduled interval, e. g.
once a day, to update the Semantic Shadow annotation database. The
availability of all required log files is assumed. The two predicates
isMemberOf(x,G) and isSummary(x, Y ) are more easily extracted
from the page’s HTML structure, e. g. by observing div nesting or
CSS classname consistency (cf. the identification of content blocks in
[CMZ03]).

The Contextual Con-
fidence value can be
calculated by observ-
ing the frequency of
an annotation in a
certain context.

To calculate the Contextual Confidence value, a reference value (e. g.
the page view count in the page view’s context) is stored together with
the number of times a concrete annotation is valid in the request con-
text. The Contextual Confidence γ of an annotation a in the context c is
then expressed by

γ =

∑
v∈Vc t(a, v)

|Vc|
(5.7)

where Vc denotes all page views in a context c and t(a, v) is 1 iff a is
valid for the page view v and 0 otherwise.

All events of a page
view must be known
at analysis time.

The algorithms sketched in this section are designed under the assump-
tion that Ev for all page views v of all elements of a page are known
when creating the annotations of the Semantic Shadow. In a linear im-
plementation all events are processed in chronological order and the
annotations derived from a single page view are finally calculated and
persisted as soon as the last event of a page view has been processed.
An example for such an analysis has been implemented for this thesis
in the SemSAnalyzer project.

5.2.2 Online Derivation

Instant derivation
of annotations has
advantages and
disadvantages.

While the previous section described how to derive concrete Shadow
Annotations from web site usage data at dedicated points in time, this
section approaches the idea to generate Shadow Annotations on-the-
fly, i. e., update the annotation database with every new chunk of usage
data. Generating the data in this way promises a couple of advantages:

• The annotations are instantly available.

• CPU usage can be scattered over time.

• Logging information, which might contain private data, need not
to be stored over a longer period of time when evaluated in-
stantly.
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On the other hand, there are also disadvantages:

• Not all required information is available to conclude the correct
semantics at every point in time.

• It might be difficult to filter unintended usage.

Generating annota-
tions at the end of a
page view is a good
compromise.

A good compromise is the steady event processing at the point in time
when a user finishes his page view: All required information to infer
page-view-based annotations (as described in the previous section) are
available as well as the page view’s usage context. Page views, which
trigger then the Semantic Shadow update tend to range within minutes5.

Context information
must be available
when starting to gen-
erate annotations.

The basis for an online event processing is an algorithm design, where
page events are processed in chronological order (as soon as they have
been tracked). During a page view, temporal information required to
derive annotation data might be stored in memory or at another suit-
able data storage until the annotations are persisted at the end of the
page view. Data required to derive the current usage context must be
available as soon as the first events of the page view get analyzed. To
assure a high responsibility of the event-tracking web proxy despite
possibly slow annotation derivation calculus, an implementation using
a separate thread and a circular buffer for event data is recommend. An
adaptation of USAPROXY (see Section 5.1.3) generating annotation data
on-the-fly was developed in the scope of this thesis.

5.2.3 Context Information

Basic context infor-
mation must be in-
ferred from the HTTP
request headers.

Confidence level calculations for annotations in the Semantic Shadow
concept are context related. Therefore, when generating annotations
based on tracked usage information, the context of the corresponding
page view has to be constructed and persisted as well. If no extension
of the user’s browser in the form of plug-ins is arranged, only the HTTP
transfer data can be examined to build up the page view context, i. e.,
the connection information (particularly the user’s IP address) and the
exchanged HTTP headers.

Web Services can
derive the user’s lo-
cation and time-zone
from the request’s IP
address.

Using a Web Service as the one provided by IPInfoDB [Car10], the IP
address can be used to guess the user’s location when issuing the page
request.6 For more precise data, the W3C Geolocation API [Pop09]
can be used to query the request location from the user using embed-
ded JAVASCRIPT while collecting tracking information. With a reverse
geocoding Web Service as provided by GeoNames [Wic10], the context
data can be filled with region and country information.

5Danaher et al. note in [DME06] for the “Top 50 Websites” a maximum average page
view time per website of 3,8 minutes, with median 52 seconds.

6This data is usually quite imprecise, since IP addresses from a locateable address
block might be distributed over a wide area. Also Internet network technologies
like virtual private networks (VPN) or network address translation (NAT) can lead
to wrong location guesses.
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Based on the calculated geographic origin of the request, the user’s time
zone can be calculated and time stamp information can be shifted to
match the user’s time experience during the page view.

Language context is
directly encoded in
the HTTP header.

Another important regional aspect of the request context is the user’s
language. Browsers submit the Accepted-languages header, con-
taining an ordered set of language identifiers the user has chosen.
To get information about the user’s browsing device, the submitted
browser identification string (User-Agent) can be matched against a
database of known devices, like Wurfl [Pas10].
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Chapter 6

Application and Evaluation

The usage of SemS
annotations and
their derivation from
usage tracking data
is examined.

The evaluation of the Semantic Shadow concept is twofold: Firstly, the
usability of the web page annotation design is shown with the imple-
mentation of a core proxy system, providing dynamic context objects
and Semantic Shadow access at specific extension points. Three different
extensions covering individual usage scenarios are provided as exam-
ples. Secondly, the generation of Semantic Shadow annotations based on
usage data analysis has been evaluated using a dedicated web appli-
cation. During a one week study, usage data has been collected and
the structural annotations generated based on this usage data has been
compared to expert knowledge.

6.1 Annotation Usage

For annotation usage
evaluation, three
scenarios are given
as examples.

In this section, three examples of annotation usage are introduced and
their implementation on the basis of a core proxy framework is presented
to show the applicability of the Semantic Shadow framework implemen-
tation.

Scenario 1: A web designer specified different page format rules in
a CSS file for different context scenarios (e. g. phone use, tablet
view). To take advantage of the Semantic Shadow framework, an-
notations with a confidence value > 0.7 in the current context are
transformed to CSS classnames, which are attached to the corre-
sponding web site elements. These classnames are in the prede-
fined CSS file connected to a certain view style, so the browser
visualizes the web-page (using these styles) in a context-aware
way.

Scenario 2: A restaurant offers a web page for online purchase. In the
version provided by the restaurant manager, the selectable items
are placed in the same order as they are on his printed menu. Us-
ing contextual information provided by the Semantic Shadow, the
items are dynamically rearranged to match best the prospected
client wishes in the current context.
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Scenario 3: Due to hardware limitations, many web pages cannot be
displayed the same way on a mobile phone as they are on a PC
based browser. In order to provide his clients the best web ex-
perience, a mobile service provider installs a web proxy which
dynamically adapts the requested web pages to the needs of the
client device using annotations from the Semantic Shadow.

The Shadow Proxy

For adaptation imple-
mentation evaluation,
an extendable proxy
framework has been
implemented.

All live adaptations have been implemented using the proxy ap-
proach (see Section 4.2.1). A simple Java-based proxy application has
been developed, based on the open source USAPROXY implementation
[WA06]. By default, this Shadow Proxy simply forwards incoming re-
quests to the correspondent web server and sends the server’s response
back to the client application. To carry out a concrete adaptation sce-
nario, the developer can extend the proxy using REQUESTHANDLERs
and RESPONSEHANDLERs.

RequestHandlers
can adapt the client
request to the web
server.

All REQUESTHANDLERs are called upon reception of a client HTTP
request. The called handler can read and modify the request URL
and the HTTP headers. In addition, the ShadowProxy provides an
API to access the Semantic Shadow database connected to the proxy.
For context-aware adaptation, the request’s context object can be re-
quested, which is ardorned using time, user, location and device infor-
mation by inferring them from the HTTP headers.

ResponseHandlers
can adapt the web
server’s response.

If the web server responses with a status code other than 200 or with
a file, which does not contain HTML (i. e., is not marked as having the
MIME type text/html [CM00] or text/xhtml), the response is simply
redirected to the client. Otherwise, the defined RESPONSEHANDLERs
are called. Every handler is notified about the HTTP header of the client
request and of the server response. The handler also has access to the
context object and the Semantic Shadow database. To perform context-
dependent adaptations, the handler receives the returned HTML page
either as raw byte stream, or as XML document (supporting the Simple
API for XML (SAX) [Meg98], the W3C DOM API [NCH+04], and the
JDom API [Hun09]). This XML-view on the HTML page is provided
using the HTML to XML transformation library TagSoup [Cow09]. The
transformation is rather tricky, due to the fact that browsers interpret
HTML code rather forgivingly and page editors tend not to care too
much about specifications. Finally, the handler is required to output
an HTML document, which can either be the same as its input or an
adaptation of it.

6.1.1 CSS Class Annotation

Shadow Annotations
can be transformed
to CSS classnames.

Regarding single web site elements, a direct way to hand over anno-
tation information from the Semantic Shadow to the user’s browser is
the generation of canonical CSS classes. These classes are then directly
attached to the corresponding elements by the proxy. If a web site sup-
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ports those dynamically generated classes, it includes specialized CSS
style descriptions controlling the formatting of the annotated elements
(see Figure 6.1).

Server

ProxyClient

Semantic Shadow

HTML

CSSHTML
+

Classes

CSS

Annotations

Figure 6.1: A proxy application attaches CSS classnames based on an-
notations on the web site elements.

This transforma-
tion is character-
based and strips
URI-prefixes.

To generate a “canonical classname” (CCN) which can be referenced
from the CSS file, any prefix is stripped from the annotation type’s URI
and the string representations of the annotation’s properties are, sepa-
rated by an hyphen (“-”) character, concatenated to the name in their
defined order. Any character invalid for a CSS class name, including
“-” and “ ” are escaped using urlencode, while the “%” is replaced
by an underline character.

Classnames are
generated based on
a value threshold,
or by mapping the
confidence value.

If an annotation with an element subject s has, in a given request con-
text c, a confidence value γc > δ for a configurable threshold δ (e. g.
δ = 0.75), the canonical classname <ccn> is attached to s in the re-
sponded HTML code. Additionally, a classname of the form <ccn>-g
is attached to s, where g is defined as g = b5 ∗ γc + 0.5c ∈ 0, 1, . . . 5. This
simplifies the confidence value space to six partitions. Some examples
for generated classnames are given in Table 6.1.

Annotation γc Canonical Classname Additional Classname
sems:receivesKeypresses 0.9 receivesKeypresses receivesKeypresses-5

sems:hasValueLength(5) 0.8 hasValueLength-5 hasValueLength-5-4

sems:hasPriority(7) 0.2 – hasPriority-7-1

Table 6.1: Mapping to CSS classnames for a request context c with threshold δ = 0.75.

Not all annotations
are transformed for
not to overload the
HTML file.

For practical reasons, the set of annotations which are mapped to CSS
classnames are restricted in the proxy’s configuration, as well as the
generation of the additional classnames is optional (might as well be
triggered by a second threshold) to avoid “classname congestion”.
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6.1.2 Dynamic Restaurant Menu

Using user profiles,
a restaurant menu
can be sorted by
relevance.

If a restaurant web page is dynamically generated from a database
which contains information about the clients and their recent pur-
chases, the page rendering software is able to generate a client-specific
menu page. On this page, the most probable choice can for example be
rendered first to reduce the navigation time and speed up the order pro-
cess. By matching different user profiles this adaptation might abstract
from the specific client and also allow adaptation for first time visitors.
If no such database exists (e. g. for privacy reasons) or the adaptation
should be performed by an intermediate subject (e. g. the cell network
provider), the adaptation has to be applied without access to purchase
data.

Such profiles can be
replaced by SemS
annotations.

Using L2 or L3 tracking information (see Section 5.1) of a static restau-
rant menu web page (Figure 6.2a), the users’ preferences with respect
to a given context can be determined, e. g. using frequency analysis.
These preferences can be expressed using the sems:hasPriority an-
notation, assigning a rational priority value p ∈ [0, 1].

Sortable lists can be
identified in source
using a simple ele-
ment pattern.

The algorithm implemented to carry out this annotation based adap-
tation analyzes web pages for the subsequent occurrence of the same
HTML tag (e. g. <p>, <li>) on the same DOM level.1 For these el-
ements, the sems:hasPriority annotation is queried from the Se-
mantic Shadow with respect to the current request context. The priority
property value is then multiplied with the annotation’s contextual con-
fidence value γ to reflect a contextual priority value. All subsequent
page elements are finally reordered using the contextual priority value
(Figure 6.2b). For any element which is not annotated, a default priority
of 0.5 is assumed.

6.1.3 Adaptation for Mobile Web Access

Driven by SemS an-
notations, several
adaptations for mo-
bile web usage can
be implemented.

Many web page adaptations for mobile web usage have been dis-
cussed, taking into account the limited visualization capabilities of mo-
bile devices and their restrictions with respect to user input (see Sec-
tion 3.2.1). Besides the already presented adaptation to simplify menu
ordering by item rearrangement, several other adaptation examples
have been implemented driven by Semantic Shadow adaptations:

Mobile Browser Detection Evaluating the device sensor values of the
context object provided by the ShadowProxy framework, mobile
page access can be distinguished from classical web browsing.
Based on this discrimination, further filter options can be dynam-
ically enabled or disabled.

Input Field Length Optimization This adaptation maps the value of
the hasValueLength annotation with the highest contextual
confidence in the evaluation context to the size attribute of the

1Alternatively, an isMember annotation could be evaluated, if present.
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(a) The restaurant menu page as specified by the page editor.

(b) The adapted menu page respecting context-dependent priority annotations.

Figure 6.2: A static restaurant menu page (a) is dynamically adapted to
the request context by considering usage derived SemS annotations (b).

corresponding input element. This adapts the visual size of an in-
put field in a context-aware manner to the most probable length,
giving the user unobtrusive assistance in filling out the web form.

Tab Order Adaptation The tabindex attribute of HTML allows
the definition of an order, in which input fields are entered
when the user presses the tabulator key. Evaluating the
hasFocusFollower annotations of the elements on a page, a
context-aware tabulator order is derived. In the case of cycles, the
cycle element occurring first in the web page DOM is selected as
starting point.
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Priority Based Filtering To reduce the information overload on a small
devices, it makes sense to hide on a first page view elements
which are unlikely to be relevant to the user in his current con-
text [STHK01]. With SemS annotations, this adaptation can be
implemented by evaluating the elements’ hasPriority anno-
tations in combination with their contextual confidences in the
request context. Only elements with a defined priority that ex-
ceeds a given threshold will be rendered on the page, while the
remaining elements are filtered out.

Content Folding While filtering is one option to reduce information
overload, another approach is to hide details only and to show
them upon request. This technique is also known as folding:
A small element acts as representative for a longer text pas-
sage, which is folded out upon explicit user request. The
isSummaryOf annotation allows to identify such representatives
(usually a headline, but also any other element like an image can
be assigned this annotation). During the adaptation, JAVASCRIPT

code is inserted into the web page which dynamically hides and
shows the summarized page elements, showing one detail view
at a time.

Paginate Using the isMemberOf annotation, it is possible to sepa-
rate a web page in logical subgroups. This adaptation scans the
page for such groups (e. g. separated news articles), which are
marked using the hasRole annotation as content. To reduce
the amount of elements presented to the mobile user, only one
of those groups is shown at a time, providing simple navigation
buttons above and below the groups for navigation.

Auto Fill Many browsers assist the user by providing selectable op-
tions on free text input fields or pre-fill such fields with values
used before on this page. Since this auto-fill algorithm only works
on a per-user basis, the user cannot take advantage of values en-
tered by other users in a similar context. In addition, most pre-
filling algorithms do not evaluate the values already filled in by
the user on the same page. Assuming such values have been per-
sisted using the induces annotations, the adaptation dynami-
cally extends the user’s input to the most probably value, using
AJAX techniques.

Annotation Embedding To prepare further client-based adaptations,
this “adaptation” introduces new attributes on annotated ele-
ments in the HTML page. Only those annotations exceeding a
predefined threshold in the contextual confidence value for the
request context are included in the embedding, performing the
context awareness on the proxy side while leaving the concrete
page adaptation to a client-based algorithm. The new element at-
tributes are named sems-TypeName referencing the value of the
annotations’ first property. If there are several annotations creat-
ing the same attribute name, the annotation with the highest con-
textual confidence is used. In case of hasPriority with speci-
fied group, the attribute name is extended by -in-groupName.
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6.1.4 Offline Adaptation

Offline adaptation is
similar to live adap-
tation, if executed
in the scope of a
context class repre-
sentative.

In Section 4.2.2, the idea of generating web page variants based on Se-
mantic Shadow annotations has been introduced. This approach is ac-
companied by a mapping of the request context to predefined context
classes. Using a representative of these context classes as request con-
text, the adaptation algorithms from the last sections can be executed
in order to generate the corresponding page variant. These algorithms
can be more complex in the case of an off-line variant generation, as
execution time limits are somehow more relaxed than in the live adap-
tation case.

Context class defi-
nition is application-
specific.

For the mapping of concrete request contexts to a generic context class,
no universal recipe can by given, since the nature of the web site deter-
mines possible request partitions. In general, the reason for mapping
context to classes is the context simplification for the variant genera-
tion process. Less variants are generated considering that adaptations
might not be as precise as in the individual adaptation case. The re-
duction of the context representation to the value of just one, relevant
sensor and the segmentation of the value sensor range into a finite num-
ber of segments defines a simple mapping algorithm as well as an easy
choice for a canonical (representative) concrete context for each class.
For an example, see Figure 6.3. If several sensors have been identified
to be relevant for the the adaptation process, the cross product of the
corresponding simple context classes can be used as request-context-
space partition.

time: 10:00
region: Germany
mobile: yes

time: 10:00

night

morning

noon

afternoon

evening

time: 9:00
time > 5:59

time < 11:00

k0

k1

k2

k3

k4

ck1

c'
c

Figure 6.3: A concrete context c is reduced to a simplified version c′.
It is then assigned to a sensor value range from which one value has
been selected to represent the context class k1. For web page variant
generation, this value is used to construct a representative context ck1 .

For caching, every
context class needs
an identifier.

If the complete web page variant generation is triggered regularly, only
a suitable context class identifier is required to distinguish generated
variants: The generation can be performed by simulating a page re-
quest using a representative context for every context class and storing
the result as HTML file (or some kind of template in the case of dynamic
web content), including the class identifier in the filename.
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If the generation pro-
cess is incremental,
modifications of the
web page and the
Semantic Shadow
must trigger variant
updates.

In the case where variants are generated with a lazy technique (i. e.,
only upon the first request mapped to the corresponding context class,
see Figure 4.6) or the variant generation should be optimized by avoid-
ing the regeneration of the same variant, further meta information for
each variant has to be stored: A time-stamp, representing the current
state of the adapted web page and a time stamp representing the cur-
rent state of the Semantic Shadow with respect to the adapted page. If the
web page itself or the annotation data extending the web page changes
beyond a certain limit, a variant must be marked as “outdated” and a
variant regeneration has to be performed. For this, a time-stamp tech-
nique must be supported by the underlying resource system and the
Semantic Shadow.

6.2 Usage Data Analysis

Usage data has
been analyzed in
a web based study.

To evaluate the derivation of semantic annotations from tracked usage
data using the strategies presented in Section 5.2, a web based study
has been conducted.

Usage data has
been tracked while
participating in an
online survey.

During this study, the participants were invited to participate in a web
survey about a subject different from this thesis’ one [Blu10]. Apart
from the survey’s explicit intension, the implicit interaction with the
survey was recorded using the L2 and L3 tracking techniques presented
in Section 5.1. The structural annotations derived from the collected
usage data were evaluated and visualized on the rendering of the cor-
responding web page to allow a correspondence verification with the
semantical structure of the page (See Appendix B). The evaluation pro-
cess is documented in the following sections.

6.2.1 Survey Design

On the first page
of the survey, the
user provided con-
text information and
agreed to the data
collection.

The survey consisted of four pages: On the introductory page, the user
was introduced into the survey’s topic and informed about the usage
data tracking. In a form, the user entered “statistical data”, i. e., his age,
and gender2, confirmed that he agreed with the data collection for sci-
entific purposes and entered the survey form by clicking a JAVASCRIPT

button. This technically enforced the user to have JAVASCRIPT enabled
in his browser, since this is essential for the following usage data track-
ing.

On the other pages,
the actual usage
data was collected.

The other pages contained the actual survey, carried out as a classical
HTML page, where every page element had a unique id. At the end,
the user had the option to leave his email address for participation in
a small gift drawing. The usage of the pages was continuously tracked
and logged on the server. After submitting every page to the server, the
survey data is stored in a database to allow statistical evaluation. As a
result of the last form transmission, the user received a “Thank you”
page.

2Data representing context information.
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The survey included
implicitly typical se-
mantic structures.

In order to evaluate the strategies presented in Section 5.2, the survey
intentionally included several specific structures:

• Some questions only had to be filled out if on a precedent ques-
tion a specific value was selected.

• Some input values induced other input values intentionally.

• Some fields required specific input value formats (e. g. email ad-
dress, numbers).

6.2.2 Analysis Results

The derived anno-
tations reflected the
semantic structures
of the pages.

The user tracking phase was conducted from February 1st, 2010 to
February 7th, 2010. During this time, 999 page visits from 353 individu-
als have been captured and 414,353 user events have been recorded us-
ing USAPROXY [Att08]. Using the algorithms presented in Section 5.2,
13,178 annotations have been generated (8,462 for the first page, 4,562
for the second page, and 154 for the third page3 of the survey). The
resulting annotations exceeding a contextual confidence level of 0.3
for an unrestricted context and based on more than ten user inter-
action observations have been visualized on the corresponding web
pages (see Appendix B for selected visualizations on the first page
of the survey). These visualizations have been compared to the se-
mantical content structure of the page and to the results of the survey
[Blu10][Chapter 5.7]. This comparison showed that the derived annota-
tions fitted into the perceived semantical structure of the web pages and
therefore reflected well the inherent structure of the page. These anno-
tations could now be used to implement a smart view of the survey,
pre-filling default choices in function of earlier input or hiding choices
irrelevant due to the request context.

Annotation derivation
works, but can be
further optimized.

In summary, deriving Semantic Shadow annotations from web page us-
age data has been shown to be accomplishable. Nevertheless, the inclu-
sion of the derivation and analysis algorithms into a production envi-
ronment would most probably fail with current implementations due
to their long execution times. Thus faster execution environments and
a further optimization of the algorithms are then required.

3Which only included the option to enter an email address to win a small gift.
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Chapter 7

Summary and Further Work

7.1 Summary and Contributions

This thesis intro-
duced the Semantic
Shadow concept.

In this thesis, the general idea of annotating web page elements and
their values in a context-aware way has been elaborated. This concept
has been called Semantic Shadow, since the context-dependent annota-
tions can be generated by evaluating the users’ interaction with the cor-
responding web page elements and thus they can be said to persist,
metaphorically, the shadow, users drop on a web page while interact-
ing with it. In order to work out the Semantic Shadow concept and eval-
uate its general feasibility, the following contributions have been made
during this research work:

1. A concept to represent context-dependent semantics and structures of
web site elements. This concept describes the general structure of
SemS annotations, models context-dependency and describes the
possible representation of the annotations in RDF. Furthermore,
a base set of contentual and structural annotation types has been
worked out.

2. A procedure to manage and process context-dependent meta information
on web UIs. This procedure is realized in providing a program-
ming interface (API) for annotation creation, annotation retrieval,
annotation manipulation and context definition. For this inter-
face, two implementations have been developed, of which one is
relying solely on Java objects and the other is using the defined
RDF representation with the Jena framework [Jen10] as persis-
tence backend.

3. A procedure to optimize web based service UIs for specific usage sce-
narios. In approaching a SemS-based mobile page adaptation, a
proxy implementation has been developed. This proxy dynam-
ically generates context representations based on the delivered
HTTP header information and is tightly coupled with the SemS-
API. This API can be used by request and response-handlers,
which perform the concrete adaptation work. As examples for
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such handlers, several mobile oriented adaptation scenarios have
been implemented: mobile browser detection, input field length
optimization, tab order adaptation, item rearrangement, priority
based filtering, content folding, pagination, auto-fill, CSS class
generation, and annotation embedding.

4. A concept to derive context-dependent meta-information on web UIs
from their usage. The method proposed in this thesis uses JAVA-
SCRIPT based user tracking information and HTTP request head-
ers to infer structural semantics of web page elements. These
structures are then persisted using SemS annotations. In an em-
pirical study, the concept has been shown to be realizable.

7.2 Further Work

Further develop-
ment concentrates
on Context, Calcula-
tion, Adaptation and
Swarm Intelligence.

This research work introduced the concept of modeling context-
awareness alongside structural and contentual annotations on web
page elements, and it presented a concept to generate these annotations
based on the evaluation of user tracking. For both concepts, the feasibil-
ity has been shown on a basic level, but further work is cogitable in or-
der to improve the procedure implementations and to further develop
the idea of the Semantic Shadow. These continuations can be categorized
with the terms Context, Calculation, Adaptation and Swarm Intelligence.

Context

The context model
can be further ex-
tended or replaced
by a dedicated man-
agement framework.

The context definition used in the current implementation of the con-
cept is basic (see Section 2.1.2) in that it assumes a context to be de-
scribable in terms of simple key-value-pairs. In a first approach, this
model can be extended to incorporate more standardized context data,
as for example by supporting an extended version of UAProf [Wir01]
descriptions, like realized by [KPG04]. In a second step, the complete
management of context descriptions could be externalized by using a
dedicated framework like the one implemented by Michael Hinz et al.
in [HPF07] (see Section 3.2.2). If such an external context management
supports the referencing of concrete “context instances” using URIs,
and an context inclusion (see page 15) querying is provided, the inte-
gration in the Semantic Shadow concept is realizable.

Calculation

Calculation of the
contextual confi-
dence for contexts
without predefined
confidence value can
be improved.

The current prototype is able to infer intermediate values for the con-
textual confidence on request contexts which were not explicitly de-
fined: All explicit contexts are checked for including the request con-
text and a weighted average of the corresponding confidence values
is calculated. All including contexts are equally considered – in a fur-
ther refinement, context inclusion might not be defined in a binary way
only, but may allow to express the “extent” of inclusion. This can be
combined with further confidence factor combination approaches, as
presented in [Mer89].
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Derivation algorithms
can be optimized.

Another shortcoming of the current prototypical implementation is the
linear approach when analyzing user tracking records. Here, the com-
plexity of the used algorithms can be further optimized, e. g. by using
machine learning algorithms [Mit97].

Adaptation

Adaptation algo-
rithms can improved
for visually more
appealing output.

The Section 6.1 defined a basic set of mobile web page adaptation
strategies, which can be implemented using the knowledge represented
in structural and contentual annotations. Their current implementa-
tions show the general feasibility, but can be further developed to op-
timize the visualization of the content on mobile devices. Also adapta-
tions for other scenarios than the mobile usage (e. g. accessibility sup-
port, parental controls) can be realized, even if not in the focus of this
work’s evaluative implementations. To address these aspects, the expe-
rience from previous work (see Section 3.2) must be taken into concern.

Swarm Intelligence

Evaluating large user
inputs is related to
the topic of “Swarm
intelligence”.

The approach to evaluate implicit interaction with web sites, in order to
draw knowledge about the structure of the web site from it, receives its
validity from the number of individuals interacting with the web site
in question. Generally spoken, the more independent probes have been
taken about the page, the more you can trust in conclusions drawn from
frequent phenomena occurrence. This is related to the topic of ”‘Swarm
Intelligence”’ [LP00, BM08], where simple interactions of individuals
produce further knowledge when combined with other individual’s in-
teractions.

Applying knowledge
from “Swarm Intel-
ligence” research
would require a di-
rect feedback loop.

In the current stage of development, the web page usage analysis is
sketched unidirectionally, i. e., the usage of a web page is analyzed to
extract structural information about it and adapt the same page at some
other time (see Section 6.1.3). If this adaptation was be applied to the
general view of the web page on which in the following new usage data
would be acquired, then the usage analysis would affect itself. This
self-interaction (which would be distributed over all individuals using
the page) might trigger further effects, for which the knowledge from
swarm intelligence research could provide explanations.
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Appendix A

Prototype Implementation

Prototypes to gen-
erate, manage and
use SemS anno-
tations have been
developed.

To demonstrate the applicability of the Semantic Shadow concept, a pro-
totypical implementation of the annotation management framework,
as well as framework applications for annotation generation and usage
have been implemented in the course of this thesis. This appendix in-
troduces shortly into the available projects and highlights, after some
general remarks, interesting aspects of each implementation.

A.1 General Remarks

The implementa-
tions focus on the
academic aspect.

The prototypical implementation was designed in order to understand
the Semantic Shadow concept and to demonstrate a way of representing
Semantic Shadow annotations and their processing. Due to this academic
approach, only very few optimizations have been applied to the frame-
work code so as to simplify the processing algorithms and their under-
standing. As implementation language, the academic quasi-standard
Java 6 [Ora10b] was chosen and an open license (GPL2 [Fre91]) as-
signed.

The code was de-
veloped using the
test-first approach.

The code was developed completely using the agile test-first approach
[Bec03], supported by a Hudson [Ora10a] based continuous integration
server. In total, a 100% test coverage on non GUI-class level (93% state-
ment coverage, 85% branch coverage) could be achieved, resulting in
1706 JUnit 4 [BG98] cases (136 classes, 16,795 LOC1) testing 161 frame-
work classes (11,776 LOC). An imbalance in between writing “produc-
tive” code and testing code could be recognized while implementing,
as a perceived 75% of the development time was spend in developing
the tests.

1lines of code
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A.2 SemS

The SEMS project
implements the an-
notation API and
management.

The SEMS project implements the management framework for Semantic
Shadow annotations and context representations.

The complete framework is described using interfaces, while for the
Semantic Shadow itself, a read-only variant and a mutable interface are
defined. An extension using fractions of separated numerator and de-
nominator instead of a rational number for Contextual Confidences is
defined (see Section 4.1.3).

Two implementations
(Java object based
and RDF based)
have been developed
for the API.

Two implementations of the framework interface are provided. The
first one manages the complete Semantic Shadow state in serializable
Java objects. This approach on the one hand limits the access to the
shadow to a single application (holding the shadow state), but on the
other hand is quite fast in its runtime behavior. The second implemen-
tation maps the annotation and context structure to an RDF model us-
ing the Jena [Jen10] RDF framework (see Section 4.1.3). This allows not
only to manage the shadow in memory, but also to persist the shadow
state in different interchangeable file formats (RDF/XML [Bec04], No-
tation 3 [BL06]) and to share the shadow at runtime using a relational
database system as persistency level. Unfortunately, the extended flexi-
bility results in a longer run time. As both implementations can be used
interchangeablly (and combined), depending on the actual application
requirements a suitable implementation has to be chosen.

For the context im-
plementation, equal-
ity and inclusion are
central operations.

In the implementation of the context representation (which combines
the representation of basic contexts and combined contexts in one
class), the definition of equality based on sensor values and the cal-
culation of the � operator are central (see Section 2.1). Both methods
rely on the calculation of the so called flat context: A context represen-
tation containing only sensor-value pairs and no further sub contexts.
Due to the fact that sub contexts can be flagged as being mutual exclu-
sive, there is more than one flat representation of a given context. This
results in the recursive implementation of getFlatContext().

public List<Context> getFlatContexts() {

Context[] subContexts = getSubContexts();
List<Context> flatContexts = new ArrayList<Context>();

if ((subContexts == null)||(subContexts.length == 0)) {
flatContexts.add(newContext(getId()));

} else if (isExclusiveSubContexts()) {
for(Context subContext: subContexts) {

flatContexts.addAll(subContext.getFlatContexts());
}

} else {

List<Context>[] subSubContextLists =
new List[subContexts.length];
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int totalContexts = 1;
for(int i = 0; i < subContexts.length; i++) {

subSubContextLists[i] = subContexts[i]
.getFlatContexts();

totalContexts *= subSubContextLists[i].size();
}

// cross product
boolean useCounter = (totalContexts > 1);
for (int i = 0; i < totalContexts; i++) {
ContextCommons context =

newContext((id + (useCounter ? "-" + i : "")));
int divisor = 1;
for (int j=0; j < subSubContextLists.length; j++) {

int currentSubContextListSize =
subSubContextLists[j].size();

int index = (i / divisor)
% currentSubContextListSize;

mergeSensorValues(
(Context) subSubContextLists[j].get(index),
context);

divisor *= currentSubContextListSize;
}
flatContexts.add(context);

}

}

// merge own sensor values into contexts
int count = 0;
for(Context flatContext: flatContexts) {

mergeSensorValues(this,flatContext);
count++;

}

return flatContexts;
}

private void mergeSensorValues(Context sourceContext,
Context targetContext) {

for(String sensor: sourceContext.getSensors()) {
for (String value: sourceContext.getValues(sensor)) {

targetContext.addValue(sensor, value);
}

}
}

Using a modification counter, a cache for the generated flat representa-
tions can be used to optimize runtime behavior.

To check equality of two contexts, the flat contexts’ sensor names and
values can be concatenated to a String and by this, equality comparison
can be reduced to String comparison.
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protected static String
getNormalizedStringRepresentation(Context context) {

if (context == null)
return null;

StringBuilder sb = new StringBuilder();
Context[] flatContexts = context.getFlatContexts();
if (flatContexts != null) {
String[] flatContextsContents =

new String[flatContexts.length];

for(int i = 0; i < flatContexts.length; i++) {
flatContextsContents[i] =

simpleContents(flatContexts[i]);
}
Arrays.sort(flatContextsContents);

for(String s: flatContextsContents) {
sb.append(s);

}
}
return sb.toString();

}

To implement the context inclusion test operation, for all sensors where
a value is defined in the given context, the sensor values of the other
context have to be compared:

public boolean inContext(Context otherContext) {
if (otherContext == null)

// empty context is all the world
return true;

Context[] otherFlatContexts =
otherContext.getFlatContexts();

Context[] thisFlatContexts = getFlatContexts();

int inclusionCount = 0;
THIS_FLAT_CONTEXT_TEST:
for (Context thisFlatContext: thisFlatContexts) {

// my flat context must be within the other Context
OTHER_FLAT_CONTEXT_TEST:
for (Context otherFlatContext: otherFlatContexts) {

//check inclusion of all sensors:
CHECK_SENSORS:
for(String sensor: otherFlatContext.getSensors()) {

String[] thisValues =
thisFlatContext.getValues(sensor);

if ((thisValues == null) ||
(thisValues.length == 0))

continue OTHER_FLAT_CONTEXT_TEST;
// The current otherFlatContext is too specific
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//check if one of thisFlatContext sensor values
// is in the otherFlatContext
List<String> otherValuesList = Arrays.asList(

otherFlatContext.getValues(sensor));
for (String value: thisValues) {
if (otherValuesList.contains(value))

continue CHECK_SENSORS;
}
continue OTHER_FLAT_CONTEXT_TEST;
// No values for this sensor in the other context

}
// thisFlatContext is in the other context!
inclusionCount++;

// => Check next thisFlatContext
continue THIS_FLAT_CONTEXT_TEST;

}
}
return inclusionCount == thisFlatContexts.length;

}

A.3 SemSAnnotator

The SEMSANNOTA-
TOR provides a GUI
for manual annota-
tion creation.

The SEMSANNOTATOR is a basic utility to create Semantic Shadow anno-
tations using a graphical user interface (see screenshot in Figure A.1).
The system is based on the Eclipse Standard Window Toolkit [Ecl10],
but adds another layer of abstraction to adhere to the classic Model-
View-Controller pattern [KP88]. This allows a good testability while
at the same time a state-of-the-art UI framework is supported. At the
current stage of development, it is possible to add and remove anno-
tations by loading the corresponding web page into the application’s
browser and navigate in the corresponding simplified XPath view to
the element in question.

Figure A.1: Annotation creation with the SEMSANNOTATOR tool.
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A.4 ShadowProxy

The SHADOWPROXY

provides a base
proxy implementa-
tion for SemS based
context-aware adap-
tation scenarious.

The general purpose of the SHADOWPROXY has been introduced in Sec-
tion 6.1. Technically, the implementation is originally based on the US-
APROXY project code [WA06]. From this codebase, all usability tracking
code has been removed and an API to access a Semantic Shadow instance
has been added.

To allow extensions of the proxy the interception of HTTP requests and
responses, a RequestFilter and a ResponseFilter interface have
been defined. While the request filter simply allows the inspection and
modification of HTTP headers and the request URL, the response fil-
ter allows furthermore processing of the responded HTML code. De-
pending on which methods provide an appropriate implementation, a
concrete request filter can inspect the HTML stream either in raw (i. e.,
character oriented) format, or interpreted as an XML file. For this in-
terpretation, the Tagsoup HTML parser [Cow09] has been integrated.
The concrete request filter accesses documents either linearly using a
SAX parser implementation, or with random element access using a
Java W3C DOM [NCH+04] or a JDOM [Hun09] representation of the
document.

Request and re-
sponse filters are se-
quentially executed
for a given request.

All filters are called in sequence, so the modifications of one filter may
effect the outcome of the next filter. To allow for parallel processing
with a multi-threaded architecture, the CircularByteBuffer imple-
mentation of Stephen Ostermiller [Ost08] has been chosen for data ex-
change, since the JDK’s PipedStreams are not thread save.

A request context
representation based
on the HTTP header
is provided.

To supply the filters with the current request context, the HTTP
connection parameters are analyzed and, using Web Services from
geonames.org [Wic10] and the Wurfl database [Pas10], a context ob-
ject is constructed.

A.5 SemSAnalyzer

The SEMSANALYZER

implements offline
derivation of SemS
annotations from
usage data.

To perform the derivation of Semantic Shadow annotations from user
data as introduced in Chapter 5, the SEMSANALYZER has been devel-
oped. In a linear process, the logging information of UsaProxy [WA06]
is evaluated. Using the request context construction from the last sec-
tion, the algorithms introduced in Section 5.2.1 are executed and gener-
ate annotations and calculate the according confidence level.

Based on this imple-
mentation, also an
online derivation was
realized.

With a modified version of USAPROXY, usage data analysis is possi-
ble online, where the SEMSANALYZER code is executed independently
for each request. This minimizes the privacy impacts, since the usage
logging information can be deleted shortly after the request itself and
does not have to be stored until the central analyzing is triggered. Only
derived data is persisted.
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Appendix B

Derived Annotations from
the Online Survey

Typical derived an-
notations from user
tracking data analy-
sis are visualized.

This appendix visualizes the annotations generated from usage track-
ing of the exemplary online survey (cf. Section 6.2). The derived an-
notations with a significant contextual confidence value and usage fre-
quency are visualized for one page of the survey, the other pages in-
duced similar results.

B.1 Commentaries to the Graphics

In the visualizations, the following abbreviations are used:

p denotes the annotation’s contextual confidence value in a non-
restricted context

n denotes the number of individual usage recordings which con-
tributed to the annotation’s confidence value calculation

v denotes the value of the subject of the annotation with the denoted
confidence value

Type: receivesKeypresses, supportsCharset

These events have
been considered per
page visit.

The confidence level of these annotations has been calculated with re-
spect to the number of page visits. Therefore input fields which re-
ceived keypresses only seldom are not marked with an annotation in
the visualization.

Type: hasValueLength

Input length of radio
buttons and check-
boxes has not been
considered.

To all radio buttons and checkboxes of the survey, a 1-character digit
has been assigned as value. Therefore, the analyzing algorithm re-
ported 1-character value length annotations for all selected radio-
buttons and checkboxes and only values for textareas are visualized
in the attached graphics.
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Type: hasDependent/dependsOn, induces/inducedBy

Dependency was fil-
tered by focus paths.

As described in Section 5.2.1, the annotations are for complexity rea-
sons filtered on those, which are based on the user’s focus path (i. e.,
the order in which the user focused the page elements). Only if a user
focused the subject in question, a contribution to the corresponding an-
notation is recorded. For the calculation of the confidence level, the
frequency of the annotation with the given property object is set in re-
lation with the frequency of annotations of the same type and subject
but different property objects.

Value induction did
not reveal further
structural information
on the elements.

The annotations with type induces and inducedBy are subsets of the
annotations with type hasDependent and dependsOn, extended by
the concrete element values. Since for the most part of the web page ele-
ments of the survey (all elements, except free text inputs) the value was
bound to the element itself, the graphical presentation of the derived
annotations does in this case not communicate new structural informa-
tion and has therefore been omitted here.

Type: hasFocusFollower/followsFocus

Also focus paths with
low significance are
visualized.

The significance level for the contextual confidence has been chosen as
0.3 for the attached visualization to show possible meanderings from
the main navigation path.

Type: hasAttentionTime

The granularity for
attention time track-
ing was to coarse for
web surveys.

A visualization for the annotation Type hasAttentionTime has been
omitted, since all annotations with a denoted attention time > 1sec. are
based on less than ten user observations.

B.2 Visualization of Annotations

Arrows represent
annotations in the
visualisation.

To visualize the annotations derived from the usage data, arrows are
drawn in the following over a facsimile of the corresponding web page
rendering. The arrow itself points from the subject of the annotation to
the first property object and is annotated with the confidence value in
a non-restricted context. If the annotation references to one web page
element only, a bubble is used as visualization.
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Figure B.1: Derived annotations of type receivesKeypresses with p > 0.3 and n > 10
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Figure B.2: Derived annotations of type supportsCharset with p > 0.3 and n > 10
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Figure B.3: Derived annotations of type hasValueLength with p > 0.3 and n > 10
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Figure B.4: Derived annotations of type hasDependent with p > 0.5 and n > 10 (Part 1/2)
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Figure B.5: Derived annotations of type hasDependent with p > 0.5 and n > 10 (Part 2/2)
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Figure B.6: Derived annotations of type dependsOn with p > 0.5 and n > 10 (Part 1/2)
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Figure B.7: Derived annotations of type dependsOn with p > 0.5 and n > 10 (Part 2/2)
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Figure B.8: Derived annotations of type hasFocusFollowerwith p > 0.3 and n > 10 (1/2)
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Glossary

AJAX Asynchronous JavaScript and XML, a technique to combine
→JavaScript functionality with dedicated server support to allow
incremental updates without issuing a complete page request.

API Application Programming Interface, definition of classes and meth-
ods to interact with a given framework.

Browser Application to navigate the →WWW and visualize its
→HTML pages.

CSS Cascading Style Sheets, a declarative language to control the visu-
alisation of→HTML elements.

DOM Document Object Model [NCH+04], a cross-platform and
language-independent convention for representing and interact-
ing with objects in →HTML, →XHTML and →XML documents.
The data in a DOM is structured as a tree.

GUI Graphical User Interface, a→HMI based on visual interaction.

HCI Human Computer Interaction, the field of research examining the
way, humans can interact with computing machines.

HMI Human Machine Interface or User Interface, the aggregate of means
by which people (the users) interact with a particular machine,
device, computer program or other complex tool.

HTML HyperText Markup Language [RHJ99], language to enrich text
with markup information and interconnection links, primarily
used for web pages.

HTTP HyperText Transfer Protocol [FGM+99], an application-level pro-
tocol for data exchange in distributed, collaborative, hypermedia
information systems. Main protocol used to request resources in
the→WWW.

Internet Using standardized protocols, local computer networks are
interconnect to route data from one network to any other transi-
tively connected network. Allows to run e. g. protocols from the
→WWW to access world wide distributed documents and files.

IP Address Internet Protocol Address, numerical identifier assigned
with rough geographic relation to every participant of an
→Internet communication.

JavaScript Scripting language, which can be embedded in →HTML
pages to modify the page→DOM. The corresponding interpreter
is embedded in the→Broswer.
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MIME Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions a coding standard for
emails and other →Internet data, containing an agreed way to
identify the type of transferred data.

OWL Web Ontology Language [SWM04], ontology format to represent
knowledge bases and content interrelationships in the Semantic
Web.

PDA Personal Digital Assistant, handheld devices that were originally
designed as personal organizers.

RDF Resource Description Framework [KC04], an W3C standard to de-
scribe semantics of any identifiable resource.

SemS Semantic Shadow, the concept elaborated in this thesis.

Service An application without→HMI performing a specific task and
being accessible via an application programming interface.

SHOIN (D) The description logic of OWL DL, providing the ontology
semantics [SSSK06].

Smartphone Mobile phone with enhanced user input and output ca-
pabilities, e. g. taller screen, direct manipulation options via pen
or touch.

SWRL Semantic Web Rule Language [HPB+04], combination of→OWL
with a rule markup language.

UAprof User Agent Profile, protocol to exchange device capability in-
formation, part of the→WAP protocol collection [Wir01].

UI User Interface,→HMI.

URI Unique Resource Identifier, a string that uniquely identifies a digi-
tal resource, such as a web page. Consists of protocol definition,
domain and location string and might be extended by a fragment
part.

URL Uniform Resource Locator, a →URI that identifies an object in the
→WWW.

WAP Wireless Application Protocol, a collection of techniques and pro-
tocols to make the content of the →WWW accessible for mobile
phones with low bandwidth connections.

Web Service A computing service, which supports an API that is build
upon the→WWW protocols.

WWW World Wide Web, a collection of protocols to access →HTML
documents and other files from distributed servers connected
through the→Internet.

XHTML Extensible HyperText Markup Language [Pem02], an →XML
compliant variant of→HTML.

XML Extensible Markup Language [BPM+08], a text-based general-
purpose markup language to structure data semantically.

XPath XML Path Language, a query language to identify elements in an
→XML document.

XPointer XML Pointer Language, extension of→XPath which allows to
include element queries in→URIs.
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Access Log, 54
Adaptation, 19–22, 28
AJAX, 70
Amacont, 32
Annotation Embedding, 70
Annotation Property Node, 46
Annotea, 33
Apache HTTP Server, 54
Auto-Scrolling, 31
Auto-Segmentation, 31
Autofill, 70

Basic Context, 15
Bayesian Networks, 27

Caching, 49
Canonical Classname, 67
Cellular Phone Handover, 21
Classname Congestion, 67
Cloud Computing, 49
Combined Context, 16
Combined Log, 54
Common Log, 54
Content, 29
Content Folding, 70
Context, 9–17, 29, 76
Context Class, 71
Context Equality, 16
Context Inclusion, 16
Context Interpreter, 26
Context Ontology Language, 25
Context Quality, 15
Context-Awareness, 10, 28
Contextual Confidence, 42, 46
CoOL, 11, 25
CREAM, 34
CSS, 66

DependsOn, 42, 62
Digestor, 29
Dynamic Reauthoring, 49

Evaluation, 65–73
Eye Tracker, 57

FAÇADE, 32
Filtering, 70
Flat Context, 17
Folding, 70
FollowsFocus, 41, 61
Fuzziness, 27
Fuzzy Description Logic, 27

GET, 53

HasAttentionTime, 41, 60
HasDependent, 42, 62
HasFocusFollower, 42, 61
HasPriority, 41, 59
HasValueLength, 41, 60
HTML, 39
HTTP, 53

InducedBy, 42, 61
Induces, 42, 61
Input Field Length, 68
IsMemberOf, 41
IsSummary, 42
Item Rearrangement, 68

Live Adaptation, 48
Locality, 29

m-Links, 30
Mechanism, 29
Mental Model, 18
Method, 29
Microsoft IIS, 54
MIME, 66
MIMOSA, 32
Mobile Browser Detection, 68
Mutual Exclusive Contexts, 17

Notation 3, 24
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Object, 23
Object-Role Modeling, 12
Ont-o-Mat, 34
Ontology, 25
Open World, 24
OWL, 25

Paginate, 70
POST, 53
PowerBrowser, 30
Predicate, 23
Presentation, 28
Priority, 70
Problem Statement, 2
Profile, 32
Properties, 46
Proxy, 49
Purpose, 29

RDF, 23, 44
RDF Schema, 24
RDF/XML, 24
RDFS, 24
ReceivesKeypresses, 41, 59
Referrer, 54
Relationships, 11
RequestHandler, 66
Resource Descr. Framework, 23
ResponseHandler, 66
Restaurant Menu, 68

Semantic Attachments, 27
Semantic Group, 41
Semantic Shadow, 42
Semantic Web, 23
SemTag, 37
Sensor, 11, 15
Shadow Annotation, 42
SHOE, 34
Situation, 11
Smart Appliances, 12
SMORE, 35
Social Aspects, 13
Static Analysis, 51
Strategy, 29
Subcontext, 16
Subject, 23, 42, 45
SupportsCharset, 41, 60
Survey, 72
Swarm Intelligence, 77

Tab Order Adaptation, 69
Tabulator, 69
Taxonomy, 22
Third-Party Adaptation, 49
Tobii, 57
Type, 42, 46

URL, 54
UsaProxy, 55
User, 18–19
User Agent, 54
User Groups, 3
User Model, 18

Web Ontology Language, 25
WebSphere, 35
World of Artifacts, 11

XHTML, 39
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